INSID E THE
TERM P A P E R
FACTORY
Their rationale: "The student doesn 't really
set a copy of the finished paper when he buys
from us. Nobody owns information. "

Last year's Chario t Race
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SPRING CARNIVAL APPROACHES
—John Devme
: .^ Students will be requested to refrain from study ing
this weekend as Spring Carnival '76 hits the Colby campus.
Campers should be in fine form as the Carnival Commi- •
ttec has provided ample opportunity for all students to indulge or imbibe in' their favorite pastime.
Activities will commence on Thursday evening with
"a live disco band direct from New York'* playing in the
Foss Dining Hall. It will be B.Y.O.B. and will carry a $1.00
cover charge. The Carnival Committee is requesting semiformal dress (no jeans, barefcet, t-shirts, or sn eakers); however, from their descriptions, it appears that they are advocating the semi as opposed to total-degenerate look.
For the hard-core, the first "official" drinking starts
at 2:00 pra, Friday , at Pi Lambda Phi (if you haven't alread y
fteard , that's the one in the Quad). Friday evening boasts
two events bordering on opposite ends of the entertainment spectrum. Bottle Hill will be playing at 9:00 pm in
the Coffeehouse. Also, for those'of you who love to swing,
sway, croon , and swoon the Spring Carnival Ball kicks off
at 9:00 pm , featuring The A I Corey Orchestra with that
sensational vocalist, Patti Delaney. Ballroom style dress is
requested and there will be a buffet at midnight. Wrapping
up the evening will be a Bogart Film Festival beginning at
midnight.

On Saturday the outdoor activities will begin. High-

lights include the Chariot Race at 11:00 am on the football
f ield , constant singing, drinking, fun and games along frat
row during the afternoon, and several sporting events. An

extravaganza worth watching for is the Waldo Pepper A ir
Soowscheduled for 1:30 pm over the soccer field.
A square dance will begin at 7:00 pm Saturday evening with Ihe N) rthem Valley Boys strummin ' and Callin'.
The Bogart Film Festival will be shown at 7:00 pm and at
midnight with a $5.00 prize being offered for the best Bogie imitation at the midnig ht showing. Also, don't forget
to check out frat row Saturday night for some potential,
all-encompassing, totally-consuming, extremely intoxicating, extracurri cular activity.
For the diehards , teetotallers and non-humans there
is a 2 mile across-country race on Sunday morning at 10:00
and a bike race at 11:00. For the more docile , or hungover, there are Croquet Tournaments at 10:00 am , 1:00pm ,
and 3:00 pm.
Sunday afternoon has been deliberately left open to
provide campers enough time to return from the Ozone and
to recuperate for the major event of the weekend: A ztec
Two Sep with Chris R hodes, This promises to be an excellent concert and for $1.00 it shouldn 't be missed.
Oh, yeah, watch out for moto-keg and Spring Cami
val T-shirts!

J oe Kerwin falling off of Phi Delt 's rope ladder.

(photo by Peter Secor)

She was a young college student stopping by the
office to see if her "research" paper was ready. She
had long brown hair, an armload of books, and wore
tight blue jeans with that crazy slit at the ankle,
reminiscent of the slashed trousers of condemned
prisoners on the way to the electric chair.
"You told me to come in today ."
Linda, the secretary , was sympathetic. "I'm afraid the writer hasn't brought your work in yet.
Why do n't you stop by tomorrow."
"But I'm already two days late with this assignment.'
"Sorry," Linda shrugged. "Sometimes the writers
get hung-up."
The girl shook her head , looked at me furtively , as
if afraid of being recognized, murmured, "I'll b e
back tomorrow," and fled.
I had answered an ad for writers in the Philadel phia Inquirer. Overcoming an. initial revulsion at the
notion of preparing someone else's homework, I was
visiting the Collegiate Research Systems office (C RS)
in Camden, New Jersey . Wh en Linda explained that
they pay less than one cent a word, my get-rich-quick
hopes dissolved and my disenchantment grew. However,
there is no plethora of willing writers who churn out
acceptable material with speed , so I stayed.
Within minutes, ano ther uniformed student appeared
at the office, only this time the pace was measured
and confident. "Here's the one on Piaget ," she announced, dropping a sheaf of papers on the desk. "Is
¦my check ready?" Linda smiled , counted the number
of pages, computed the total, and wrote a check.
"Anything else for me?" asked the young woman.
"Not right now. It's getting near the end of the semester and things will taper off till the summer sessions begin
Keep in touch. Give me a call if you want to."
Writing term papers for profit—or preparing research
that goes into a term paper-hit the big time in 1972
when Ward and Kenneth Warren started something of
a national trend by establishing 49 locations for th eir
Term Pa pers Unlimited, Inc. At that time , they argued
that the information gathere d in the more than 100,000
papers they claimed to h ave sold was no differen t
from what was available in encyclopedias and through
other research organizations. Theii rationale: "The
student doesn't really get a copy of the finished paper
when he buy s from us. Nobody owns in formation
and that's what we're providing."
CRS still maintains that "writing" research papers
for students; is an acceptable way to earn money. They
sell the term papers at $5.50 per page (minimum five
pages) and gay their writers $2 .50 per page. The
difference maintains an office, a secretary, and keeps
John McGee, the entrepreneur , in business. CRS is
far from an underground organization. The office door
is wide op en and visitors are welcomed, Ads promulgating the "research" aspects of their work run in
the classifie d sections of the Ph iladelphia Inquirer ,
A tlantic Monthly,- and Philadelphia Magazine, as
well as in numerous college newspapers all ovo* the
country. In addition., satisfied customers hand-distribute
business cards that escalate trade.
continued on page 7

Dear Editor,
\ ' .
I am writing to take issue with Tom Bove's letter in
last week's Echo, in which he stated that many Seniors
failed to vote for Senior Class Speaker and Condon Medal recipient due to apathy. Some students may have
failed to vote due to lack of interest. However, I felt
that the extremely disorganized way in which the election was run had a great deal to do with the small turnout. I had a definite interest in voting for my Class Speak
er , and m ade three trips to the Spa during the scheduled
voting period in an attempt to express my preferences.
However, due to the extreme disorganization of this
election, I was unable to vote.
7
The signs posted abou t the election said that voting
would be in the Spa on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. No specific hours were mentioned on any of the
signs posted in my dorm or in the Spa. So 1 entered
the Spa at 1:30 on Wednesdia.y afternoon, and there was
no voting going on. I asked severalpeople in the Spa
about it, and no one seemed to know anything. That
evening, a friend told me that she had gone into the Spa
at 4:15 in the afternoon , and that voting was goin g on
then. So Thursday I went into the Spa at 4:15—still no
election! I again asked around about it, and was told
that Tom Bove had been there a while ago, but had left.
Still trying, 1 read the Echo on Thursday night, and
discovered that the election hours were 2-4 and 8-10:30.
This was the first time that specific hours had been mentioned! Friday I once more set out for the Spa, this
time at 2:30. However, Friday was Spa Day, and once
again, no election was in sight. At this point, I gave up my
my futile attempts at trying to vote, and ran back to my
room to cram for Graduate Record Examinations.
Although I can only speak for myself, I think'it is
quite likely thaif other seniors had similar frustrating experiences in trying to vote for Class Speaker and Condon
Medal recipient. Before Tom Bove can accuse the Senior
class of being apathetic, I think he should try running
an organized election, with specific, well-posted hours
for voting, and peop le on hand to run the election at
the posted times. Also, perhaps a lot of Seniors spend
most of their time in the Spa, but I don't, and I think
voting should have been held in the dining halls, too, or
at least in the mail rooms. I hope the Senior Class Officers of the Class of 1977 will be m ore organized for next
year's election. Perhaps then there will be less "apathy".
Sincerely ,
Martha
Seligman
.
To The Editors:
In response to Edward Busuttil's letter to the Echo
regarding meal plan systems, E would like to present the position of the Rights and Rules Committee on this issue.
The Rights and,Rules Committee has concluded a study
of alternative meal plan systems and has agreed that the
present meal p lan system is the most feasible and most economical for the majority of Colby students. According
to Mr. O'Connor of Seller's Food Service, the present
meal system is based on averages. Students do not actually pay for 21 meals/week; rather, they pay for 75% 80% of their meals per semester. This figure of 75% 80% of the meals per semester is the amount of meals
most students eat. The only major problem with this
system is that those eating 21 meals/week are subsidized *
by the lighter eaters on campus.
An alternative meal plan system wou ld undoubtedly
raise the cost of board for almost all students. Most
Colby students would purchase a 21 meal/week plan at
a cost exceeding the price they now pay for their meals.
Increased cost would also be incurred because of additional implementation costs (Le. , the hiring of extra
"checkers" at the doors and p rinting and distribution
of meal tickets). Finally, implementation of an alternative meal plan syste m would mean an end to the in.
form al atmosphere of Colby's dining halls.
In view of these findings, the Rights and Rules Committee has concluded that the present meal system is the
best system for Colby students . If anyone would like
further information on the Committee's findings, please
contact me.
Sincerely,
Jane Brox
Member, Rights and Rules
Committee
Dear Editor,
The other night our IM softball team was asked to
leave the lawn between the Eustis-Life Science building
path and the road, The reason given by B & G was that
we were tearing up the lawn and they wanted to keep it
presentable for graduation. I would like to comm ent
on their logic.
1) At the time it was the only level p lace free which
was a reasonable distance from, buildings.
2) A D-league girl's team without cleats couldn't do

much - to any lawn. ,
3) It's not even a good lawn. Check it out the<next
time you go by. There are weeds and dead spots all
over it.
I think the problem here is that B&G was not
disciminating between use and abuse. The school is , "
here to be used , not merely admired. Through I realize
that no one wants a shabby campus, I don't think
that we were harming anything by playing softball
there, especially after working hours when the traffic was
minimal.
Becca Gu ild

S T V - A NEWS
,

—Heidi Neumann

WHAT IS SOCIAL PROBATION?
The definition of social probation remains nebulous in
the eyes of STU—A following Monday night's meeting.
At the request of the Executive Committee, ST U—J
submitted a definition which was rejected by STU-A
on the grounds that it did not fully clarify STU—J's
jurisdiction over social pro bation.
The definition issued by Chief Justice Ted Axelrod
read , "Probation imposed by this office carries no
specific sanction. If , however, you arc guilty of any
significan t infraction during the term of your probation
(so long as you are enrolled as a Colby student) you
could be subject to suspension from college. This probation does not include academic infractions which
would be considered separately.".
If a student is apprehended for a crime committed
on campus, he is liable to both the municipal authorities arid
STU-J. Ho wever, Spencer Aitel questioned STU-J's
jurisdiction for "infractions " committed off-campus
or while on vacation . If a studen t is on social probation
and he is busted downtown or at hom e, under what
circumstances can he be suspended from Colby?
STU—A has sent the definition back to STU-J to clear up
the matter.
Ed Smith announced that STU-J has refused to
submit a report describing its activities this year. This is in
violation of the Constitution which states, "The
Student (Judiciary) Board shall periodically issue

PIRG
Rob Burgess, Acting Director of the Public Interest
Research Group, approached STU-A on Monday evening
with a budget request for next year of about $1,600.
Although there can be no such allocation until next
September, Burgess found this time to be an opportunity
to report on the activities and progress of PIRG.
Last year Colby contributed $5,000 to PIRG. They
are asking for less this year because they have had to
totally revamp their fundraising. The bulk of PIRG's
budget was funded through a negative check-off
system at the University of Maine. However, due to
what Bu rgess deemed a "political move" by the UMaine Board
of Trustees, this method of funding was eliminated.
PIRG' s new meth od of fundraising will be half
student, half citizen. Through student governments,

PIRG is seeking to obtain $1 per student at UMO,
1
I
UMPG. UMF; UMA, Colby, Unity, Thomas, St.
(Bowdoin
is
not
and
Nasson
colleges
m
Joseph, St. Francis,
i
included becausei ' of prior difficulties nor Bates "
§
because of political conflicts). The other half of the
bud get is to be solicited from private contributors.
f
I
Although PIR G has had to sustain a $25,000
budget in the past, it wishes to .expand its operations,
1
i
necessitating a planned'$40,dOO.'1Most of the budget
'
is spent on lobbying; general services, and publications.
|
i
Last year, PIRG had some say; in the new banking
1
code, the returnable bottle bill,'two nuclear mora1
torium bills, lifeline electric rates, nursing homes,
1
prescrip tion drug price advertising, and sex discriminatio n in credit extension.
I
I
Burgess added that although PIRG's activity mostly
1
deals with state and local issues, he would like to sec
PIRG expand to deal with student-related issues. Noted billl
that have been in the Maine Legislature which concern
gj
. students include raising the drinking age, motorcycle
-' use, landlord-tenant relations, and absentee ballots,
a report containing a description and a count of all the
cases which have been handled by either the Student
Judiciary of the Appeals Board. This report- shall be
.issued once a ycar and shall be published in the Student
• Association Handbook. However, ait no time whatsoever shall names of the students involved be. made
¦ public." ;• ' ";¦
.
Spencer Aitel indicated two reasons why a STU—J repon
was necessary. First, it would reveal "the state of the
Colby thief and if- there were certain areas where - .
crimes could be prevented if made public Second,
. it would "check the power and the procedures of
STU—J and the way justice is administered at Colby."
Aitel went on to say , "We want to keep any abuses
of the system at a minimum and the only way to track dovi|
any faults in the system is to get a ar
Sue Benson agreed that it was necessary to see
what guidelines are followed for punishments but
questioned the confidentiality of the report. Al -Wilson
though t that it was unnecessary to publish the report
in the Handbook. However, as Tala Skari p ointed out,
STU—A could not legally demand the report without
publishing it in the Handbook. , It was then agreed to
request the report from STU—J as described in the
Constitution. Al Wilson added that, "If STU—J
says no, then avenues of persuasion will be taken.".A reminder that there, is still about $800 left
uncommitted in the STU—A General Fund.. The
next meeting will be Monday in the STU—A Office
(Roberts) at 8 PM.
I _~ I —^ k
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THE WOMEN 1S VIEW
remain in the sidelines, neither being supported nor encouraged by the student body or administration. They
are removed from the mainstream of Colby life much in
the same way as Foss-Woodman or Mary Low revolve in
their own separate worlds.
Since they receive little encouragement, women in
the varsity divisions often become disillusioned. Many
girls refuse to go out for a team because the program
lacks the structure and serious nature to which they are
accustom ed.
At any rate, the absence of strong and exciting programs for women is another reason attributed to the lack
of involvement and interest. However programs will not
— Sarah Bryan
be strong unless there is student involvement and interest.
At colleges everywhere, women's sports are on the
Thus a vicious cycle ensues. If the athletic program for
women is considered unimportan t and insignificant , it
upswing. Departmen ts are expanding with the increasing
becomes
unimportan t and insignificant. Prospective as
popularity of women's athletic programs. With the advent
well
as
current
student athletes are discouraged from Colby
ofTitle IX (which prohibits d iscrimination on the basis of
because
of
its
poor
program in athletics. The sports that
sex in the operation of most federally assisted education
Colby
does
field
have
not been highly successful in their programs) which became effective July 21, 1975, women
competition with other schools with the exception of
are demanding and expecting more of their physical eduice hockey, skiing, tennis, and woodsmen. Colby's p ast
cation departments. Whether it is Yale crew members bar- record is certainly not a drawing card for prospective feing their chests and picketing for better locker room facili- ; male athletes. The Spring sports schedule shows only
ties or Colby women forming their own softball league in
men's sports while there is nothing for women. Thus
IFL competition, women are insisting on equal opportuniwoman's athletics become less and less important. There
are weak programs and many potential athletes become
ties and improved status in the athletic realm .
frustrated and refuse to compete.
. The situation on Mayflower Hill is undecided. WoBecause of fewer participants, less funds and less
men's athletics on the intercollegiate level at Colby do not
seem to be moving in a particularly healthy direction. A
coaches are provided. The two full time women's coaches
definite lack of interest and involvement prevails. There
are overloaded with six varsities to conten d with. With the
is little enthusiasm from the students or encouragement by added indifference from the student body and administration, little is done to improve the aggravating situation.
the administration. The result is that the number of girls
participating in athletics on the varsity level is rather unim. Thus manv of the women's sports at Colby are
suffering or have folded because of this indifference.
pressive and the am ount of programs offered are insubstantial.
Volleyball was dropped in 1972 after four seasons as a
The school year of 1975-76 saw only 10% of the
varsity sport. Gymnastics may fold and lacrosse has once
695 women affiliated with some intercollegiate sports
again failed to generate enough interest. Colby has the activity, compared to the 42% of the 400 women at Bow- ' facilities to have strong programs in squash, swimming,
doin who played a sport . Relate this figure to the amount and track, (the 2.2 million dollar field house), but can't
of men at Colby who take part in varsity athletics —
seem to pull anything together. It is a shame that a school
roughly 50% of 800.
such as Colby, which first admitted women in 1871 should
This year sports oh the varsity level for women in:
have such problems with women's athletics, when Bowdoin
which just recently began to accept women has an extremeeluded field hockey and.tennis in the fall, basketball, skiing, gymnastics and ice hockey in the winter. The men's
ly successful program .
varsity teams included golf, ia'crosse, tennis, skiing, squash,
Although there are many concerned individuals,
football, soccer,; basketball, hockey; baseball, indoor and
Colby's generally conservative nature lends itself to long
outdoor track, cross-country, and swimming. An attempt
and often futile battles for change. However there is eviwas made (once again) to form a lacrosse team but of the
dence that positive steps are being taken to improve the
twelve people necessary, only five people displayed any
situation. An Ad-Hpc Committee on Women 's Athletics
interest. (Bowdoin had sixty women come to its first
under the supervision of Dick McGeev has recently been
lacrosse practice). Consequently there is nothing offered
established. Its purpose is to investigate and assess the
in the spring for those women who wish to compete on
extent of interest and p articipation in the woman's athletic program. Based on a survey taken in the fall of 1975.
the varsity level.
the committee has drawn up proposals to send to the
Board of Trustees. Some of the proposals it will present
at the next board meeting include the creation and expan' sion of intramural competition for women , improvement
of the intercollegiate com petition in softball, volleyball,
lt is a sh a me tha t a scho o l such as Colby, which basketball, field-hockey, soccer, skiing, tennis, swimming,
firs t admi tt ed women in 1871 , should have such and track
pr oblems wi t h women 's ath letics.
In the area of Intercollegiate competition they are
requesting more qualified coaches, expanded schedules
and better equipm ent. They also recommend that the
committee continue with representatives of each sport,
and that an informational handbook on women's athletics
be distributed to every incoming freshmen. The formaWhat causes this lack of interest and involvement?
tion of the Ad-Hoc Committee is indeed a good sign and
Insufficient
probe
considered.
may
-A
variety
of
reasons
*
* grams, a lack of publicity and student apathy are a few .
if then proposals are acted on favorably, women's athletics may gain the encouragement it needs for furth er deJill Hodsdon , assistant professor of Physical Education at
Colby feels that indifference is a determining factor and
velopment.
that the girls here are in general diffi cult to please. Dick
Also on the positive side is the prospect for a woMcGee, Athletic Director at Colby, suggests that the women men's varsity softball team next spring. Much enthusiam
are more interested in academics and a higher grade point
is shown in this area as is evidenced by the twelve wo' average than sports. Does Colby attract and accept more
men 's teams in the "D" league of the Intramural Softball
academically-minded individuals, resulting in a limited
Competition. Co-ed teams in indoor and outdoor track,
cross-country and swimming (one girl is already on the
. number of athletes? Or is there an image of the muscle
bound jock that the Colby female must uphold in the eyes
swim team) may surface in 1976-1977. Fall training will
of the athletic department? Is the work load so great that
commence a week early for the field hockey and tennis
many are discouraged to try out for a sport or are the girls
teams. Those individuals who wish to attend a weekend
7 just a little lazy and unwilling to make a comm ittment?
field hockey-lacrosse camp should contact Jill Hodsdon
It is true that there is apatny among the fern ale popula- —. fairly soon.
tion at Colby, but the fact remains that 120 credit hours
Some progress is being made but what lies ahead
must be accounted for at graduation time. Depending on
remains to be seen. There is much talk about striving
$,. /the particular sport most athletics require from 8-12 hours, for excellence at Colby, but a definite imbalance exists
--of participation per week,
between rhetoric and reality . A policy must bc'estabThe 120 credit hour sti pulation seems to deter many
lished to make women's athletics at Colby meaningful
co-eds from the intercollegiate women's sp orts. This does
before excellence is even considered. Students have to
not seem to be the basic cause, for the males at Colby
feel that the Board of Trustees and the administration find time for both intercollegiate and intramural sports.
The feWsWho do opt tor sports must put up with the exthe policy makers - care about a strong and responsible
participating
woman 's athletic porgram . The inspiration must first
ample of Orono women who j *et credit for
of
videotape
facilicome from them. With 'the acknowledgement and support
in varsity athletics and have the use
..
ties.
of the admin istration and the involvement and interest
It is certainly true that women's program s in athleof the female students, Colby's women 's athletics may
tics do not receive the publicity that is their due; They
be given the impetus it needs for a successful future,

f RAURNimS

SP ORTS

AT BOWDOIN

10 % Involvement

— Sarah Dickenson
Fraternity systems are interpreted differently at
nearly all colleges and universities to suit the needs and
attitu des of each community. To show some aspects of
diversity I decided to share some of my impressions of the
fraternities at Bowdoin College focusing on the repercussions of co-ed living in the houses..
There are different degrees of acceptance of women
in fraternity life at Bowdoinr from the admittance of women
as m ere social members (eating and partying privileges) to
the culmination of equality where women can hold offices
(there was a woman president in one!). These variations
express an increasing relinquishing of a once male institution. My opinions are limited as I mostly fraternize , if you
will, with two fraternities of the latter category.
Nearly half of the members living in these houses
are women. Both men and wom en live on the same floor
and each sex has their own bathroom facilities. Co-ed
living in the fraternity houses seems to create and enhance a 'normal' interaction between sexes. By the awkward term 'normal' I mean that the superficial social role
typing seems to be shed, uncovering honest, healthy platonic (as well as more involved) relationships.
Having women as full members of the house is a
positive expansion of fraternity life. Necessarily, however;
it seems that these fraternities have cast aside some mystique
and tradition (at Bowdoin , though, the fraternities have not lost
lost their national membership with the addition of
women). Yet, it ap pears as though the new creation
offers a greater opportunity for growth, relations, and
equality.
I have some ambivalent feelings about one aspect of
this m ore integrated life. The fraternities seem to be selfsufficient because of the mal e and fern ale interaction as well
as the fact that dining facilities are in the house. This isolation tends to segm ent the college community. However,
the closeness within each house also elicits a homelike, family atmosphere. I guess one must decide upon the expec- .
tations for each fratern ity.
Nevertheless, at Bowdoin, women in fraternities have
created dynamic and sharing relationships that seem to
penetrate equality into a campus of male heritage.
(Ed , Note: Sarah Dickenson is a J unior fro m Bowdoin
College and is spending this semester at Colby.)
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G ER A L D F ORD
Throughout our history the federal government
has recognized the value of education and has helped
our schools and colleges. Since Abraham Lincoln
signed the act creating th e land-gr ant colleges, federal
assistance to education has been an essential part of the
American system. To ab andon it now would be to ignore
the past and to threaten the future , but we must
make federal aid in the area of education much
more effective than it has been in the past.
In the past decade as educational problems of national
scop e have been id en t ified , we have responded with
a wide variety of new federal programs to meet those
needs through assistance to state and local educational
agencies. Each of these programs was initiated to
meet the goal of improved educational opportunities
for a p articular segment of our population , but t he
result of addin g program on top of program lias
been a maze of co m plex and often confusing federal
guidelines and requirements.
At fed eral, state, and local levels wc have unwittingly
created a heavy burden of varying regulations, differing
standards, and overlapping responsibilities. Too often we
ask whether federal forms have been properly filled out,
not whether children have been properly educated.
As President , the veiy first maj or piece of legislation that I signed 18 mon ths ago was an omnibus
education act. It improved the distribution of federal
education funds and the administration of federal
education programs. Not long ago, I sent to the Congress my proposals to continue this improvement. The
thrust is to consolidate federafaid to give state and
local authority f ar, far greater f lexibilityin its use.
Our law and custom place the major responsibility
for elementary and secondary public education on
state and local units of government , and the record
convinces me that decisions about education made on
those levels are wiser and far more responsive to
community needs than the edicts of the federal
bureaucracy. At the same tim e, my proposals would
preserve the appropriate national concern for quality
education and concentrate available funds on the
needs of the handicapped and educationally deprived.
In the 1950s, America awakened to the urgent
need for improved science and mathematics instru ction in our nation's schools. Our advances in
technology over the last two decades show that we
have met this challenge. Today we are f aced with
another urgent problem in our nation's development.
It is apparent tha t many citizens are uninformed or,
worse, unconcerned about the workings of their
government and the execution of their laws. Young
people in particular appear cynical and alienated from
our government and our legal system. Too many
Americans see the law as a threat rather than as a
protection. Too few have been taught to understand the way laws are created and administered and
peacefully changed.
These are alarming trends for any nation to face. They
are especially disturbing to us now as we speak of rededicating ourselves to the enlightened spirit of our
country's founders. This is a new challenge to education
and to everybody concerned with our nation 's future .
If we find this trend distressing, can we, in all
honesty, say we find it surprising? Our nation has
undergone severe shocks in the last quarter century.
Our children face a world at once richer and more
threatening than had ever been imagined , certainly "
during my lifetime. Our children are less naive, I think, than
any previous generation of young people. I know my children have different .views about a lot of things than
I did at their ages. Yet our classes in government tend
to continue along the same outmoded lines. In 1971, the
American Political Science Association reported that
courses presented in this area . a naive , romanticized
approach. The American Bar Association found civics,
students to be widely alienated by,platitudes and
chauvinism.
We cannot perpetuate our value system m erely
by telling our children that it is good. We can only
assure its future by educating them to admire its strengths,
correct its faults, and participate effectively as citizens.
Only then will they understand why our social values
are worth preserving even though much in our society
has changed. Only then will they understand why we
still hold these truths to be self-evident.

MO RRIS VDALL
In the words of Horace Mann , education is still,
"beyond all other devices of human origin , the great
equalizer of the conditions of men, the balance wheel
of the socialmachinery." But this is tru e only if we
fully support education financially, fully utilize it
effectively, and hold it accountable constantly.
We must increase our fiscal support of education
since these are times when we ask more of our educational institutions. We want them to teach us more
effectively, engage in increasingly complex research,
and promote our general welfare and development in
more diverse ways. Now is the time for us to. catch
up in areas like equality of educational opportunity
and accomplishment for those of diverse ethnic
backgrounds.
We need to rethink the ways we finance public schools
and higher education, not to reduce their funding, but to
spread the burden and take some of the pressure off the
local property tax. The federal government, because of
popu lation mobility , is ultimately the only agency th at
can assure equality of endeavor through out the land. Federal legislation and federal court decisions affecting education require federal funding responses that surpass regional
or state solutions of limited applicability.'
Finally, in the area of support , federal scholarship
money has to be made available to a greater array of
young people to enab le them to attend institutions of
th eir own choice, both public and private. During
the past years, the federal share of funding for higher
edu cation has d topped , and the administrati on of
student loan programs has deteriorated. All these
trends can be reversed.
I think we can harness educa tion more effectively.
There are literally millions of talented people engaged
in the educational enterprise from preschool all
the way to advanced graduate studies, and they have
both the creative ideas and the will to find solutions
to educational problems.
But we have to develop a system that will better
utilize that power. We cannot go on mandating educational reform , such as curriculum changes, now
programs, new organizational arrangements, new
policies-no matter how worthy or overdue- until
we develop the skills and expertise to carry out such
changes with some hope of success. For one, that
means aiding higher edu cational institutions to
develop their resources and refocus their expertise in
ways that will enable them to respond, to teach and
tra in , to retrain, to develop new kinds of qua lifted
personnel. What good is it to legislate bilingual or multicultural education, for example, unless we at least
simu Itaneously train enough personnel to make it work?
Why "mainstream" our handicapped children if we
don't have enough trained teachers or support services
available to deal with these children's unique problems?

Can a university be expected to produce quality research if it has to beg for laboratories, equipment, and
funds? Retooling costs money, but it is a wise investment if you want new and better results.
I applaud recent efforts of the various elements of
the educational community to get together to solve
common problems. I applaud the various consortia
formed at all levels of education to address common con
cems, rather than continuing to duplicate efforts ,
compete for power, and otherwise disperse vital energies
needed for progress.
Finally, I think research has to be seen as an
endeavor that thrives best in more than oneysar,
nonrenewable funding spurts. We did not get to the
moon on one-year giants, and we will hot solve basic
research problems that way either.
All levels of education must face a new era of accountability. There can be no increased resources unless the public is assured that it is getting its money's
worth. That means looking carefully at every education
al program to see if it is doing what it said it would
do, and if the results are as valuable as claimed. Does
a university that purports to train sociologists or
physicists actually produce competent sociologists
or physicists? Does an elementary school that claims
to teach all children to read really do so? We have to
insist upon performance, on competence, on tested
and proven outcomes that assure us of quality results
for the dollars -we invest.
To do this we need constant, able monitoring of
both the continuing and evolving needs of our society
and the educational programs we sustain or create
to respond to those needs. Perhaps this means an
expanded role for the National Institute of Education
in assessment research, or stiffer enforcement of er ..
valuation requirements. Whatever, the end is the pursuit of excellence.
I would also support new horizons for the arts and
humanities so that they can effectively expand our
vision of a truly liberal education. And I am concerned
about making all of our professionals more professional
by more compelling preparation and by continuous revalidation of their skills and understanding. Finally,
I would wish to elevate affirmative action from the
slogan level to the ^vailing practice category ; we
•
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cannot afford to waste the many talents of mindri<
ties and women, and we should be held accountable
if we do,
Education is the greatest development tool to
exploit our richest natural resource, our people. It
should be full y supported , efficiently utilized, and held
accountable for its task of enabling each of us , from
the very youngest to the very oldest, to develop to
his or her full potential .

MA I NE
GOVER N MEN T
THE 1976 MAINE STATE R EPUBLICAN CONVENT ION
David D eslauriers.
Last weekend, elections for representatives to the
state and district conventions were held at the Augusta
Civic Center. I was elected delegate from the town of
Sabattus, so included in the Second District
Congressional Convention.
The convention was called to order at 11:00 o'clock
Friday, and the podium filled with celebrities
from past and present. Hats and signs and pins •
were every where; Monks-Truman— Ford-CohenReagart. They all had their ardent followers. A long
day of debate over a party platform and resolutions
followed a few opening activities celebrating the bi¦
¦
centennial. •
The most controversial planks were anti-gun control (a lengthy resolution was passed), support of the
Maine Milk Co m mission (every farmer was there to
support that) and the restoration, of the death penalty
for certain crimes (that didn't sit well with me). Also
of interest were planks supporting help for the elderly,
and to defeat the ERA. The latter was soundly defeated. (Take that, Reagan) a bill ' to allow unwed mothers
to get AFDC benefits (5 13-529) was opposed.
After wc finally ended the day with at least
i four pages of resolutions left, we elected three
permanent members to the State Republican Committee
and the Second District Committee. The former
committee runs party business during the two years
between conventions. Maine has no law legally binding
the delegates of the national convention to a candidate, but personal preferences were still present. Popular party figures who everyone had heard of and
trusted ran for delegate positions. When the caucuses
were finished a large dinner was held with Rogus
Morton as keynote speaker. The evening was completed
with hospitality suites opened by the major candidates at the Holiday Inn in Augusta.
Saturday morning things started early < The convention split to two places; one h alf , the delegates
from the First Congressional District, met at Cony
High and those from the Second District (myself
^
included) met at ACC. Both district caucuses could
elect three delegates and even th ough the Ford people
had given out lists of their delegates one Rcaganite
slipped in from each district. They held high places
of esteem and people trusted their judg ement.
The Reaganites now seemed to make the mistake
of thinking that these victories were indicative of the
convention 's "Reaganite Conviction. " A Reagan slate
was written up listing at least eight big-name politicians: three ex-party chairmen , chairman of the
rules committee, and an outspoken conserva tive of
state notoriety. Every where people were say ing, "I
don 't know who I'm voting for but I'm not voting
for these. " When it was time to vote for the fourteen
state-wide delegates and the two districts were back
^together at the ACC everyone had com pared lists.
Of the fourteen delegates now elected Ford wou Id
take eleven , one would be uncommitted , and two for
Reagan. Ford delegates included some who were relatively unknown , wh ere as some of Re agan 's big
names would not see Kansas City.
The Republican s of Maine have spoken. Hopefully
their platform will be read by peop le so t h ey 'll realize the GOP is their party and that Republican
candidates are their candidates. Focd-the Maine
republicans are behin d you, Go for itl

LEFT OF CENTER
—D ave linsky
' Quite a few things have happened on the political
scene since my last analysis two weeks ago. In this column I'd like to examine what has happened
in the last two weeks an d what it all means.
Four events of major itnportance happened on the
Democratic side, while two such events occurred with the
Republicans. This does not include Tuesday's primaries in Georgia, Alabama,- Indiana, and -the District of Columbi, as they are unable to be_ included under my deadline. But I'll speculate as to what will happen at the end
of this column.
The four major Democratic events were, in chronological order : Jimmy Carter's impressive win in the Pennsylvania primary; Hubert Humphrey's decision to not
"actively seek" the Dem ocratic nomination ; Carter 's gigan
tic victory in the Texas primary; and Sen. Henry Jackson 's
withdrawal from active campaigning. These events have
caused a major change in the thinking of political analysts across the country: that Jimmy Carter may be the
first ballot nominee.
Before you liberals jump off the bridge or you Godfearin ' Georgians: praise the Lord, two facts must be remembered: that as of this writing, Carter has not gained a. ma
jority in a major northern state, only p luralities, and that he
is running far short of the 1,505 delegates needed to be
nominated. But to the chagrin of issue-oriented people everywhere, this could all change quite quickly.
The Republican side only got fuzzier in contrast to
the Demo crats ; in Pennsylvania, an uncommitted slate of
delegates that in reality is a pro-Ford slate was elected with
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(Ed . note: Carter did indeed win in hdian a and Georgia,
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F ord.by taking Indiana. )
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no opposition. The real news, however, was in Texas. Exceeding Ronald Reagan's most optimistic hopes, delegatepledged to the ol' gipper won in every single one of Texas'
96 delegate races. This, combined with possible victories in
Indiana and Georgia, could significantly tighten up the race.
One blunder by F ord could send him under.
As to what will happen on Tuesday, (you reading this
have a distinct advantage because you will all know what
happens while I have to go out on a limb, but such is the
pains of working under a deadline.), Jimmy Carter should
keep his peanut ball rolling by big victories in Indiana, (a
Birch Bayh endorsement won 't hurt here) , and Georgia; He
should run just well enough in Alabama to embarass George
Wallace in his home state, while uncommitted and favorites on delegates will probably be elected in the District of
Columbia.
On the Republican side, I'll go out on a limb by saying that Ronald Reagan will tighten things up even a little
more by winning two primaries on Tuesday. One will be
Georgia, and the other one I'm not sure about.
In closing, remember my column last week on the
p light of Eugene McCarthy? Well he's finally starting to get
on his campaign in its Tuesday edition. Take a look at it,
some attention. The Bos ton Globe ran a sizeable article
it's well worth reading.
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WANTED
Studen ts intereste d in working next year
as reporters , sports writers, and photographers for the Colby Echo.
If in terested please contact Joh n Devine
extension 510.
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Drin king
—Otter
Last weekend the 29th Annual Woodsmen 's Competition was held at UNH. - A total of 25 teams, includin g
6 women teams, 5 alumni teams, and 14 undergraduate
men teams, showed up to compete in the bunyoncsque
woodsmens events of axemanship, "sawmanship", and
canoeing skill.
For the four (yes, 4) Colby teams, the weekend was
to be highly successful. The teams consisted of an A-team
of Capt. John Dwyer, Brett Thacher, Pete Torres, Mark
Murphy, Scott Johnson, and Cliff Reichart ; a B-team
of Capt. Mich Brown, Jeff McKeene, Pete Siegal, Carter
Newell, Bill Tiernen, and John Crocker;and a C-team of
Capt, Riki Ott, Pat Collins, Kathy Kchoe, Sara 'Davis,
Linda Warren, and Liz Barrett with alternate Ros Fleischman. The three Colby teams, accompanied by some
faithful spectators, were joined by an Alumni team (Colby's first!) of Capt. Barry Davis, Nat Woodruff , Way Linscott, Paul ? ('70), Jim Gibbson, David Galvin, and Mary
Sue Naegle.
So Thursday night after an army of COC tents, plus
alum tents, were pitched in ITNH's "campsite" (a converted horse pasture), everyone began to condition for
the draining VA days of competition ahead of us. Sitting
around a crackling fire, beer and fiddlc-banjo-guitar music
flowed from 8:00 p.m. to abou t 4:00 a.m. Then, satisfied that we all were in the proper frame of mind, everyone retired.
Two and one half hou rs later, the Colby teams were
back on their feet p reparing for the afternoons canoeing
events. A rou sing game of frisbee h owever failed to distract the Paul Smithy 's from sanding, waxing, and buffing
their canoes (in a horse pasture, mind you.)
That afternoon , an intermittent gusty breeze heightened the excitement of the canoeing events. The Colby
teams made a general good showing in the one and twoman obstacle courses and the portage race which consisted
of a short paddle across the pond , followed by a 5-chain
(110 yard) race through the woods with the canoe on
the contestant's back . The can oe was then handed off to
a waiting partner and the course run in reverse. The
spectators had their fill of thrills, too as more th an one
canoe dumped the contestant into the icy pond waters.

J on Crocker and Carter Newellsaw awav.
Saturday morning dawned hazy and windy - a somewhat foreboding beginning for the day's events. P romptly
at 8:30 a.m. a Round Robin of Singles began. Each team
member is required to do one single, one double, and one
triple event, plus all the team events. The single events
included Axe throw, Chain throw, Chain saw, Pulp throw
for distance, Dot split, and Pacing (where the contestant
is given lengths in chains and rods to "pace" out, (the object being to come the closest to the official spot).
. Singles were followed with a Round Robin of Scoot
loading, Log rolling, and Pulp toss. The remaining events
of Felling, Bucksaw, Cross-cut, Speed chc ing, Speed
splitting, and fire-building were run in two heats. The
weather managed to cooperate until half way into the
splitting; of course, fire building was done in a steady
downpour !
Around 7:00 p.m., when the last embers of the speed
fires had been extinguished and all the blood y fingers had
been taped, the teams all went to the cattle barn for
UNH's chicken bar-b-q. After a rowdy dinner with the
usual flying chicken bones and team chants, came the wait
for the Awards and square dance. The games began Woodsmen Games. Tobacco Spitting for Distance and
Accuracy... 30-yd Dash for the leftover chicken...and
finally the bull moose games of Chest-bumping, (two husky men crash into each other at full tilt, continuing until o
one falls over,) and Arm Wrestling. The tight ring
of yelling Woodmen watched m an after man meet
his doom on the sawdust floor. Suddenly into the
ring was pushed a Colby woman !Challenged by
other girls, the Colby Capt. successfully arm-wrestled
a Wood pussy and UMer, but she then met her match
against and enormous Paul Smithy. Finally, a tie
was called— and the awards began.

- (tiho to bv BvrdA lien)

The afterno on came to a close with four heats, of the
Packboard Race, probably the most grueling event of the
meet. The 6 team members were stationed at designated
intervals along a 1+ mile course set directly through parts
of a marsh. At the signal, the first member had to tie onto
a packboard; a fry ing pan, a blanket, and a 5 0 pound
. (men) or 3 5 pound (women) bag of sand, and.then run
like hell with it to the next team member. Ever tried
sprinting with a loaded pack thro ugh a m arsh and over
h orse jumps ? A few packs came untied, and a few people
pulled some interesting flips, but it was all in the name
of sport!
The Women's Awards were anr, meed first. Colby
girls won the speed chopping and sj. ed splitting and came
in second in felling, bucksaw, cross-cut, and the portage
race. However, due to royally blowing all the single events,
events, we placed an overall 5th. Still excellant for a team
of Freshmen women.
.i
The Dartmouth
woo dspussys placed first.
the men's teams, although all were overshadowed by
an incredible showing by the UM Alu ms, (they won 6 *
major events!), did the best they've ever done. The A-team
team came in 4th among the undergraduates, winning
the speed splitting and placing well in the majority of
events. The Alums came in 9th while the Colby B-team plan
16th. The A-team was exactly 17 points behind Paul Smith
A (the usual winners), a decided victory in itself. The
overall meet was won by the UM Alums and, among the
undergraduates, by the Paul Smith B team - a surprising
upset.
That night,after a sneak swim in a dark UNfH pool,
Colby whooped it up along with the other 200 plus
Woodsmen at the square dance. The teams returned victoriously Sunday - it had been a fine weekend.
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You Know Whose Pub
Evening Dinner Specials

4 to 8 p.m.

Sun • Pepperoni Pizza

$1.75

Mon - Pub Burger

$1.25

Tucs - Monte Cristo Sandwich $1.50
.
;

Wed - Ham and Cheese Sandwich $1.60
Thurs - Bottomless Salad Bowl $1.50
'

Fri - Steak Sandwich

$1.75

Sat - Soup 'n Sandwich Add $.25 to the
price of a:!_ or whole sandwich
I
9
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All Specials include coffee , tea or a draft beer
9
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for $.05.
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continued from page 1
A slick, gold-covered brochure that sells for
$2.50 describes over 1,000 term papers "already in inventory" (a euphemism for used), which may be pur- %
chased for the discounted price of 32.95 per page. The
student who needs 5 pages on "Man the Manipulator,"
11 pages on "Financial Ratio Analysis," or 9 pages on
"The Zimmerman Telegram" can save lots of dollars
if he doesn't demand new research. Virtually all the
papers are accompanied by a bibliography and suitable footnotes.
Among its higher callings, CRS prepares graduate
papers-for $7.50 a page. And, the ndtimate, "We
'
also provide professional thesisassistance and doctoral
work, with a negotiable fee structure. (Call us.)" .
Such assistance should not be confused withthe
technical preparation of styling and typing, which
are necessary but costly services in themselves, What
CRS provides is writing and researching.
As with similar' organizations, CRS protects itself legally by underlining a philosophy in the "gold
book." "All our papers are sold fo_ research assistance only,not as a finished product for academic
credit." To further nail down the legality of what they
are about, "Conditions of Sales to Legally Protect
Us" must accompany each request for original
material and must be signed by the-student. The
formalities are completed when, by signing the '
"conditions," the student agrees, "I will not copy or
plagiarize your research materials. This study will not
be claimed as my own work, nor be used by me to
fraudulently obtain academic credit , but will be
used for reference and research purposes. With *
this purchase I have no intent to defraud any school."
During my interview I filled out an application form
with space for my academic credentials; however T
was never asked to verify my degree or college background with a transcript. This was in contradiction
to a statement in the "gold book" that claims,
"Collegiate Research Systems also has a team of
professional writers with a minimum of a BA or a
BS who compile original research material on any
topic."
Since my primary field is business, I naturally
asked -dr work in that'area. I was handed a pile of
requests for original work, but none suited my abilities.
One which attracted my .attention was a.2,500 word
assignment on "The Benefits of Going to College Abroad."
What a chance to fulfill my long-standing desire to spend
a study-year poking about the ruins of Greece! But the
student needed at least five books for the bibliography ,
> and numerous footnotes. I turned the assignment down.
The risks are all one-sided in dealing with a termpaper organization. The student pays for the commodity
before receiving it, but gets no guarantees in return
concerning the quality of the finished product. A loquacious young man from New Jersey told me, "This is a
big rip-off. When they gave me the material I had already paid $7 7.50, but they said it would cost an extra
$27.50 because the paper was graduate-level work. I'm
only a jun ior, but I was really stuck, so I paid."

pther petitioners are too nervous to provide specifics. One student front Michigan, who dutifully mailed
a money order payable in advance (personal checks are
not acceptable) for originalwork, refused to talk to me on
the telephone when he heard that I was a free-lance
writer. A Minnesota student chatted.for awhile, then
suddenly hung up when his parents walked into the
kitchen.
Linda had advised me to "keep in touch." On my
second visit, John M cGee himself was there. It was hard
to lead McGee . He sat contentedly at his crowded desk,
ensconced behind papers and official-looking documents,
a busy executive, little conversation passed between us.
After all, I was only a tentative employee; and what's
on*writer when you have a stable of scribes. (Linda
pointed out that competition was stiff. "Marty is a technical writer who comes in when he is between assignments.
He can produce two term papers a day.") There were still no
"research" papers suited to my capabilities.
The question of the validity of term papers continues
to trouble,m any colleges. Four years ago the University
i of Wisconsin withheld the degrees of about 500 students
who had purchased commercial term papers. Joseph
Pizzillo, now associate professor in the Foundations of
Education Department at Glassboro State College, New
Jersey, was a graduate student there at the time. "All
these companies advertised in the student newspaper
and many students who had the money bought term
papers." He also pointed out that fraternity houses have
historically been the repository of tests and term papers.
"One way that fraternities attract members is to reveal
the depth of assembled materials designed to h elp a fellow student get better grades."
Recently, there has been a decline in the number of
term papers professors demand; some educators question
their value, preferring to. use perfo rmance methods for
determining what a student knows. Pizzillo "believes in
term papers. "I feel badly for the student who buys papers. If a person cheats, he or she turns out to be the
loser." Then, in a moment of reflection, he added, "if
you can buy your way out of a legal problem , why not
buy your way through an education? It's analogous to
our time and system. I don't accept the idea - but I recognize its existence."
Charles E. Dwyer , associate professor of education
a_td directoiiof the Management and Behavioral Science
Center at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, said, "I could spot a 'writer' because of the
specificity of the readings. You could argue that term-'
paper groups are like libraries; but I'm in favor of discouraging the practice. Certainly I would not want Penn to be
landlord to such a company."
Dean Stephen J. Trachtenberg of Boston University, '
commenting in Education U. S.A. (November 1972),
called the sale of prepared term papers a "fraud" after
the U.S. Attorney General's office filed a suit seeking to
ban sales and gained a temporary injun ction against 10
companies. He also pointed out that most term-paper
companies are "racist" because so many minority stu dents
cannot afford to "buy an A."

How many people know that just ten miles away is a
quiet lakeside piece of property open for use by any Colby
students? The college owns land on Great Pond on which
is a large cabana for cook-outs and a cabin for sleep-ins,
as well as a dock for swimming and sun bathing.
It is not difficult to find , and can be reached easily by
car or with more work, by bicycle. Follow the map below.
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view, practical reasons make it doubtful that ghost writing
will disappear completely. A former student at Temple
University relates,"When I was in college I needed
money. Writing papers was a better jo b than washing
dishes in a restaurant and commensurate with my college
training. At first, my conscience bothered me - until I
got my han ds on the first $25.00."
Perhaps the strongest argument against buying term
papers is that a student may be found out. I asked Sally
Griffit h , associate professor of English at Atlantic Community College in New Jersey , to order a p aper . She had
her daughter send off $38.50 with an assignment on
theories of education .
"The report itself looked like one which college
students might turn in," she said. "The typewriter ribbon.
was dirty , the type was messy and the cover page carried
my daughter's name. This lent credence to the work,
which, except for the content, looked like a typical
" college paper;
"The content, however, bore little relationship to th_
question of education. It seemed like the work of a graduate
student in literature at one of the large universities. The
references were those typically cited in such institutions.
This paper simply wouldn't get past any instructor who
knew and understood the subject matter and the students at this particular school."
Reprinted with permissi onfrom Volume 8, Number 4'
CHANGE Magazine, N.B.W. Tower , NewRochell e, N. Y.
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The key for the cabin can be signed out Monday ^S1
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~
through Friday 8s 3 0-4 i 30 from Susan Benson in Ro\_T
V_
berts Union. When you sign out the key make siure to chcck^Vw ¦
j r*
^'"
the calendar and list of regulations to insure against conflicts and damage to the property.

P.S, Do you like to sail? The Yachting Council keeps a
420, a medium size sailboa.t, at the lodge for any one's pleasure. Call Dave Mills (x 5 51) to get the sails an d equipment.

The federal government has attacked term-paper
organizations on an antifiaud statute, using the argument
that college professors are being defrau ded. Though this
approach has chased some companies out of business
by denying them the use of mail service, others have •
merely sought refuge and legality as "research" organizations. Proving fraud is a lengthy and tenuous procedure
requiring two hearings and can be appealed if the recipients wish. One firm in Washington, D.C., is considering
other ways of delivering its product.
On a state level, New York has been successful in
working with the local courts to make term-paper firms
halt operations. University officials in Ohio and Massachusetts have gone to court charging that term-paper
companies encourage college students to break school laws.
Last year the California attorney general got a preliminary
injunction against two interlocking firms.
Recently the student-run Duk e Law J ournal issued
a challenge to the legality of halting term-paper operations,
claiming violation of the pure speech concept of the First
Amendment. They argued that changes can better be
effected by college professors themselves. The journal
went so far as to suggest that courses be redesigned and
closer relations established between the professor and the
student.
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A LITTLE
NIGHT MUSIC
In the fall of 195 7, just after West Side S tory
opened on Broadway, lyricist Stephen Sondheim
first cam e up with the notion of a musical with,
a score m ade up entirely of waltzes. But where was
a suitable property? He put the idea aside to work on
a number of musicals: he wrote the lyrics to Gypsy;
the words and music to A Funny Thing Happened on
The Way To The Forum; and to Company and Follies
two landmark musicals of 1970.
After Follies, Sondheim resumed his search
for a basis for a "waltz" musical. He asked playwright Hugh Wheeler to help him find the prop er
vehicle. It was Sondheim who recalled Ingmar
Bergman 's Smiles of a Simmer Might , the Swedish
film director's only comedy. They screened the film
and immediately knew that they had found the
right piece. Bergman gave his consent, and, late in
'71, Wheeler went to work on the adaptation and
Sondheim on the score.
Thus A Little Hght Music was born. It is a
stylish celebration of romantic love , essentially a
fairy tale for adults , set in the enchanted birch groves
of Sweden at the turn of the century. Inhabited by
leisure-class people, their most pressing problems
revolve around their past, present, and future
affairs of the heart. Night Music wen t on to win the
1973 New York Critic's Circle and Tony Awards for
Best Musical of the Year, and Jud y Collins' recording
of the show's "Send in the Clowns" won the 1975
Grammy Award for Song of the Year.
Powder and Wig will present A Little N ight
Music on May 13, 14, and 15, at the Waterville
Opera House. It is directed and choreographed by
John Mulcahy '76, whose directoral credits include
last year 's Cabaret and Godspell. Might Music boasts
a cast of twenty students, elaborate sets, lavish period
costumes, and a twenty-five-piece orchestra. The cast
in cludes Jayne Osier '76 as Desiree Armfeldt, an
actress tired of her many affairs and looking for a
lasting love; Savas Zembillas '79 as Fredr ik Egerman ,
a successful middle-aged lawyer fallen under the spell
of youth ; Paula Dewey plays Anne, Fredrik's flighty
child-bride ; Chas Cowing '77 is Henrik Egerman .a
divinity student, Fredrik's son by his first marriage;
Tom Green '77 as the pompous Count Carl-Magnus
Malcolm, an army officer and Desiree's current lover ;
and Becky Rogers '79 is Charlotte , Count Malcolm 's
cynical wife.

THRILLS

AND CHILLS

Attention ALL LOVERS of thrills and chills
The A Capella Singers , Inc. announce a spectacular
plan to help you in your efforts to beat th ose semester
study blues, We offer you a thirlling concert program all
,
,
for the amazing price o f . . .
Well, our offer is so special we can 't even put a price on it.
All we ask as a down payment is y our body at the Chapel
on Monday night at 9-.30. Come then , and Carolyn Carpenter (the ever fearless leader), Melinda Ace Walker , Uncle Bob Weinstein, Martin Appleseed Hubbe, Jennybird
Holan , Rough & Ready Randy Schreitmueller , Karengus
Joseph
"oh wowl" Gustafson , Carrie "my brain hurts" Cooper,
Wasington Hotchkiss III, Susie 0.Oram , Geoff the Bohemian Parker, and Eric Tex Duff will relieve your minds
(whatever is left) of hyperbookitis. Either that, or we 11
make studying look like a dream. Both ways, YOU WIN I
As a special bonus offer, the firs t 150 participants
in this now-or -never p lan will receive beautiful door prizes.
See you there. La la la I*»—
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BIKE RACE
This coming Sunday, May. 9, Pi Lambda Phi in conjunction with the Outing Club will offer an all-campus bike race.
All students and staff are eligible for this 13 mile race.
Registration will be held at 11 a.m. at the parking lot alongside the B & G building. Race starts at 11:15, direcdy after
the American Bicycle Federation 26 mile Criterion. The
course will be completely on campus: starting alongside B
& G, proceeding down past the tennis courts, turning right
up past Lovejoy and Averill, out past the new dorms and
around the pond, back to the Field House. This 1.3 mile
loop will be run for 10 laps, so bring your beat-up Schwinn
or your $500 Titan out on Sunday, or just come down to
watch both the student race (11:00) and the Criterion (10:00)
Any questions? Call Jon Smith, ext. 546.

OR IENTEERING

RACE

Fancy yourself a competent woodsman? Whether you
do or not, why not shake off the hangover and participate
(or Kibbitz ) Sunday morning at 10:00 a.m. in a sport which
has become the craze in Europe and Scandinavia — Orienteering.
If you can follow a compass direction (azimuth ) and estimate distance reasonably well, you might win the Rolls
Royce first prize. The course will weave through the woods
atop Runnals Hill for approximately one and a half miles.
Orienteering combines cross-country running and woodsmanship into a truly individual sport — you vs. nature
and the limits of your body . Come out and meet on Runnals fron t steps at 10:00 a.m. Sunday — it's a good time
to take a run and become one with Runnals hill area.
Brought to you by the Outing Club, natch !

TAG ORE
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¦ Thursday, May 6:
9:00 pm—live disco band from New York in the
Foss Dining Hall. $1.00 admission, semi-formal
, dress (no jeans, barefeet, t-shirts, or sneakers); BYOB.

_

Friday, May 7:
1:00 pm — An outdoor "evept"by the Gas Solomon
Dance Company. Watch fnwrow, .lie library lawn, and the
quad.
,
2:00 pm - All-Campus Party at Pi Lambda Phi - hot
dogs and beer.
6:30-8:30 pm -WMHB;Trivia Contest; 91.5 on
you r FM dial.
9:00 pm - Coffeehouse with "Bottle Hill" in Roberts Loft.
9:00 pm — Spring Carnival Ball at Dana Dining Hall.
"In the Mood" featuring The Al Corey Orchestra with vocalist Patti Delaney. Ballroom style dress and midnight
buffet.
12:00 midnight -Bogart Film Festival; Ll 00; admission is $1.50.
Casablanca
To Have and Have N) t
The Treasure of Sena Madre
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Saturday, May 8:
' ' '¦
(_%
9:30 am — First AnnvSl Frblpn Tournament (FrisbeeGolf) ; free entry at Tau Delt, rules at dining halls.
10:00 am — Set-up along Fraternity Row.
11:00 am — Music and other entertainment throughout the day along fratern ity row.
11:00 am — Chariot Race ; Seavern's Football field.
12:00 noon — Egg Toss in front of Robert's Union;
enter in p airs.
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12:00 noon — JV Baseball Doublcheader vs. Bridgeton
Academy.
12:00 noon — Varsity Baseball Doublcheader vs. '
Wcsleyan.
1:00 pm — Tug of war at Johnson Pond.
1:30 pm— Waldo Pepper Air Sj ow
over the soccer field, ( may be seen from almost any camival area).
2:00 pm — Canoe Raqttat Jo? -son Pond
2:00 pm — Lacrosse vs. Bates. '
2:00 pm — Fire Escape/Dorm VHouse Decorating;
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5:00 pm — Special Picnic Supper at Johnson Pond.
7:00 pm — Square Dance on Dana Lawn with The
Northern Valley Boys. Free admission. In case of rain ,
dance will be held in Dana Dining Hall.
7:00 pm — Bogart Film Festival; see Friday midnight
for details.
8:00 pm— Performance by The Gus Solom on Dance
Comp ny in Wadsworth Gymnasium. Students with Colb y
Id - $1.25. Others - $2.50.'
12:00 mid night — Contest for Bogart im pressionists
in L100. $5.00 prize for the best Bogie impression. Movies to be shown afterwards.,
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Sunday, May 9:
• ' -•
*
10:00 am— Orienteering Race, 2 miles cross-country
¦ i
'
through Colby woods. Meet at Runnals steps. Call
Al
¦
¦
<
Autges, x 306, tor details.
10:00 am , 1:00 pm , 3:00 pm - Croquet Tournament
<
$1.00 entry fee. Call Tom Silverman, x 554, for further
<
information.
<
11:00 am — Bike Race. Register and start at the park<
ing lot beside B & G. Course maps at Dining halls. Quest<
ions, call Jon Smith, x 546.
<
7:00pm and 9:30 pm - West Sde Story Ll 00.
.
9:00 pm-CONCERT
J
A ztec Two Step with Chris Rhodes at the Field4
house; Admission $1.00.
Sponsored by Stu-A and the Spring Carnival Committee.
]
•¦ " ^
Winners of the Chariot Race and the Fires Escape/Dorm/
4
House Decoration will rece.v^IG Pf^TZES, so build that
chariot and decorate that dorm I
i
—Chariot Race - 1st prize - $75.00 gift certificate at .
i
Robbie's Pub.
i
—Dorm Decorating — 1st prize - $125.00 gift certifi4
cate at You Know Whose
<

*
?

Also, watch the Spa and all Dining Halls for exclusive
SPRING CARNIVAL T-SHIRTS!
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Quaiser Khan will be cooking up a seven course Indian supper this Friday evening at 7 p.m. in Mary Low. Although tickets are going fast, anyone still wishing to attend
should contact either Quaisar or Geoff Rogers before Friday morning.
Dinner attire will be semi-form al (men: jackets & ties;
women: appropriate compliment). For Colby boarders,
the entire meal , including hors d'ouerves and wine, will
cost $2.00. Off-campus people will be charged $3.00.
Ojaaisar has planned the following menu:
Wine and McArthur punch with Indian hors d'oeuvres
Pasanda Kabab — beef cubes marinated with Red
peppers, yoghurt, and other spices.
Broiled on skewers with onions and
green peppers.
Vegetable Biriani — rice cooked with saffron , spices,
and vegetables.
Lamb Korma — New Zealand lamb (Quaisar says that
U.S. lamb is useless ... "it tastes like
a mixture of pork and beef..." '
cooked in a sweet, spicy sauce.
Chicken Curry
Red Lentil Sauce — spicy lentil sauce with lemon rounds
Yogurt Salad Indian
Indian Dessert

MEADER

Anyone partaking in this treat is requested to supply
their own Alka Seltzer or indigestion treatment of their
choice.

GUS SOLOM ONS DANCE COM PANY
The Gus Solomons Dance Company of New York
City will spend a dance residency at Colby College Thursday through Saturday (May 6-8) , climax ing the stay with
a public performance at 8 p.m. Saturday in Wadsworth
Gymnasium.
The residency, sponsored by the National .Endowment
for the Arts and Humanities, will include free public lecture demonstrations and improvisation classes Thursday
and Friday.
Led by Gus Solomons, the six-m ember troupe performs
p ieces dealing "non-objectively with kinesthetic and spatial
relationships" and its performances have received acclaim
from Dance Magazine, the Toronto Globe and Mail and the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, among others.
One of the original five members of Boston 's first professional modern dance company, The Dancemakers, Solomons has performed in the U.S., Canada, and Europe and
on the major U.S. television networks.
Prior to forming his o wn company in 1971, he was a
member of the avante-garde troupe of Merce Cunningham
and a soloist in the comp anies of Donald McKayle, Joyce
Trisler, Pearl Land , and Martha Graham. Solomons' television work has included the 1968 award-winning dual
screen experimental dance piece for National Educational
Television under a Rockefeller grant.

.

J udging.

Any questions concerning events* call:
Sue Benson - x 295 or
Melissa Day - x 596.

I N D I A N SUPPER

Abbott Meader, a Maine artist and film maker
willshow some of his films and will discuss film
making arid the indepen dent cinema tonight. At
a tim e when films and movie-production are becoming increasingly important economically and
socially, it is interesting to see what is happening
on the other side, where films are being p reduced
as art rather than as a business venture. Mr. Meader
is one of this growing group of independents.
Come and see what he's doing, tonight , (Thursday)
in Lovejoy 100.

(

'

LIBER IES FILM

Cobly Professor Robert Reuman will moderate the discussion of a film about Martin Luther King, Legacy of a
Dream, to be presented by the Kennebec Valley Civil Liberties Union, Monday evening, May 10, at the Universalist—Unitarian Church, comer of Elan and Silver Streets,
Waterville. This is the fourth and final film in the Bicentennial Series on the Bill of Rights, presented free of charge
by the KVCLU.
Legacy of a Dream is a fresh look at the life and work
of Martin Luther King. Director Richard Kaplan (who
won an Academy Award for The Eleanor Roosevelt Story)
uses newsreel and TV film which reveal the impact and
lasting significance of Dr. King. The fam ous "I have a
Dream" speech is shown along with other dramatic raor
ments from Dr King's struggle for civil rights and human
dignity. The right to protest against injustice is a civil
theme in this film and the importance of that right is made
clear for every American.
Mary Clark is in charge of the dessert and coffee which
will be served at 7 p.m., followed by a business meeting and
then the film at about 8 -.00 p.m.
Anyone who needs a ride may phone Jane Birge at
873-0501.
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Sir Rabindranath Tagore was a Bengali poet and mystic who placed love higher than knowledge and proclaimed
Life as the master poet. He was a playwright and novelist
who wrote stories about "humble lives and small miseries."
He was a gifted composer and one of India's foremost painters who argued with Einstein that truth is only realized
th rough the creative nature of man. Finally, he was a social reformer who displayed authentic sympathy for the
Indian poverty and backwardness.
In 1901, Tagore founded the Bopur school which
sought to blend the best of Indian and Western traditions . He won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1913 for Gitanjali, a volume of lyrical poems, l'n 1915, Tagore was knighted
only to surrender the title in 1919 as a protest against the
Amntsar Massacre. Very prolific in the latter part of his
life, Tagore completed 21 collections of poetry. He died
in Calcutta in 1941 at the age of 80.
Tagore had a good deal of literary impact in England
as well as India in the early half of this century. W. B.
Yeats once,wrote that the poems in Gitanjali are the
"works of a supreme culture, yet they are as much the
growth of the common soil as the grass and the rushes...
We write long books where no page perhaps has any qu ality to make writing a pleasure, being confident in some
general design , just as we fight and make money and fill
our heads with politics - all dull things in the doing while Mr. Tagore, like the Indian civilization itself; had been
content to discover the soul and surrender himself to its
spontaneity."
In 1961, the Indian director, Satajit Ray (TbeApu
Tri logy) , made a film biography of Tagore. In less than an
hour, the film dramaticall y rediscovers this humble poet
whose influence is felt in East and West yet whose name
is seldom heard today. Tagore will be shown this Sunday
afternoon in Lovejoy 100 at 4 p.m. and also on Tuesday,
May 11, at 7 p.m. Admission is free.
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""Open Thursday, Friday
and Saturday of Graduation
BWeek , also Sunday from
12:00 on.
Reservations,only.
B.Y.O.B.

emp loymen t opp ortu nities
The following jobs are available through the College ..
Venture Program:
1. Tennis Counselor, So. Yarmouth, Mass., Starts
mid-June.
2. Crafts Counselor , So. Yarmouth, Mass., Starts
mid-June. Responsible for craft classes.
3. Tennis Director, So. Yarmouth, Mass., Starts
mid-June; Responsible for entire tennis pgm.
All of the above positions are for male app licants only,
sin ce the camp is a residentialfacility for boys. Info
available in Ll 10, Career Counseling Office .

The Professional Writers Group, Inc., of Denver, Colorado is seeking qualifie d, interested applicants for Writer/
Researcher Internships. Applicants must possess high writing proficiency and research capability. PWGJ Inc. performs a wide range of writing and research services for business firms, government agencies, private institutions, individuals, and pu blications. Applicants may be undergraduates or graduate students, and must send a resume and four
xeroxed samples of work reflecting research and writing
expertise. Samples must be complete, not excerpts. Length
is not important. Quality is. For more information , come
to the Career Counseling Office , L110.
The Maine Organic Farmers and Garden ers Association
are recruiting interested applicants for their Farm Experience Program. Students who qualify will be placed on one
of the 7.00 small Maine farms to. work at all aspects of farm
life for the summer, Most of the positions provide little
or no pay and room and board. Apprentices will be able
to learn a wide range of homestead skills, or may learn
specifically about caring for animals or raising field crops.
Interested students may come to the Career Counseling
office for more information .

Two p ositions open at Trustom Pond Nation al
Wildlife Refuge, South Kingston, Rhode Island.
Responsibilities wili include designing and conducting a
variety of environmental interpretive activities for public
participation on a federal wildlife refuge and an adjoining
private wildlife refuge. Salary negotiable, h ou sing
assistance will be sought. Car is necessary. Contact:
Audubon Society of Rhode Island
40 Bowden Street
Providence, RI 02 903
(401) 521-1670

A reminder that a representative from the Katherine
Gibbs school will interview students on campus on Monday
May 10. Students can sign up for an interview time at the
Career Counseling Office, Lovejoy 110.
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"•.. Full-time, position available May 1, 1976 for person
with experience to operate a Spitz 373, to produce
public demonstrations, and to teach pre-school to
college classes. In addition to the present facility a new
Kansas City Museum of Science is in the planning stages.
Contact:
Dr. Richard J. Baldauf
Director of Education
Kansas City Museum
3218 Gladstone Blvd.
Kansas City, Wo. 64123

Gaither International, Inc., in Stamford, Conn., has an
opening for a bilingual International M arketing Research
Trainee. The company is a marketing and opinion research
company, based in Connecticut but working solely outside the United States.
Requiremen ts: fluency in Spanish, ability to write
well in English and Spanish , and willingness to travel.
Prior training in marketing and opinion research is
not essential. .For more information, .come to-the Career
Counseling Office.

Full time position beginning July 1st for an outdoor
educator to work with residential and day-visit programs.
Position entails developing and presenting programs in
cooperation with Green Chimn eys Farm Center, a sister
Center, and im plementing the Center's other programs.
Experience with farm animals, equipment, crops and farm
life in general is essential along with a broad educational
background. Applicants should have experience working
with children and adults of all ages. Center offers resident and
day-visit school programs, comm unity programs, and
graduate level college courses. Interview is necessary.
Base Salary $8,000. Apply to:
Richard Taylor, Director
Hillside Outdoor Educ. Center
Gage Road
Brewster, New York 10509
(914) 279-9237

Pine Island Camp, Belgrade Lakes, Maine, is looking for
counselors for the summer with skills in swimming, rowing,
sailing, and other camp activity-oriented skills. Information
available in the Career Counseling Office.

Small community nature center with attractive
woodland site is providing environmental education for
school children in a black residential area of Atlanta.
Naturalist is required with some experience running innercity programs for disadvantaged children, to develop
programs, educational m aterials, and exhibits, train
volunteers under supervision of director. Salary in
$10,000 range. Apply to:
Southeast Regional Office
Natural Science for Youtn
4676 Andover Court
Atlanta, Ga. 30340

_l__ _l_! _¦_* __C __K _____

The newly-formed Natu re Center of Charlestown is
seeking a full-time Teacher/Naturalist. Applicant must be
hard working, energetic, creative and willing to work odd hours
Besides having a strong Natural Science background, a
proven ab ility to work with all ages and many types of
groups (volunteers, teachers, etc.) is imperative. Position
available August—September 1976. Salary commensurate
with qualifications. Good benefits. Housing may be
provided. Please send letter of application and resume*
to:
John S. Christie, Exec. Dir.
Nature Center of Charlestown
R.D. 2, Box 455
Pboenixville, Pa. 19460
. sleskakskalcak
GAS STATION ATTENDANTMust be Male, responsible (will be closing station &
counting money) and must have some knowledge about
cars and handy with tools (will be asked to change tire and
do minor mechanical repairs).. Wage 2,35/hour, 30-50
hours a weekj 4pm • 10 pm (may change). Contact Fritz,
Woodman 246, x5 59.

CXC Continued.
The CXC has already begun planning for next year.
Over the next three weeks, CXC volunteers will be
making presentations for various community groups in the
Waterville area. From these meetings, we hope to generate
a core of thirty courses to be offered th roughout the
Central Maine area. This will be in addition to our work
at Colby. We need help with this project. Volunteer. Call
the office for more information.
The CXC is in the midst of amassing huge amounts of
information about alternative education in the world.
Some of this stuff is quite exciting, and you can borrow it
for a while from the office. Stop b y an d see what's going
on. We're looking forward to 1976-77.

classif ied

To sell: one rug, blue-green, approx. 12* x 18.', best
offer. Also one 10-speed Schwinn guy's bike - best offer.
Contact Lucinda Kearns, ex t. 573.
Ride Wanted West: sometime after May 22. My final
destination is Oregon, but if you can help me get part
of the way, it would be a help. I will share driving and '
expenses. Please call Nancy Anderson, ext. 5 26.

HELP PLEASE!! License plate collector and historian
needs any and all old or expired license plates. Call John
Szabo at 872-9736, or drop off at Pi Lam. Thanks.

1967 Volvo 144, body a bit bruised and needs engine
work. A damn nice car when running! $175.00 and
it's yours to tinker with.
Call Geoff Parker X527 :. . . - ¦

DO YOU HAVE . A .VAN?? , _ . ..- ¦ , ' ,j ' 'i . , - , , ¦.'] V '"
r
Transport needed to New York City area for large arm^
chair and small trunk. Will pay well. Contact: Julie
Stewart. x530.
&2fc_e3le_£_e_£

TO ALL STUDENTS
All library books are due Friday, May 14. Avoid
the rush . Start returning them now.
Have a Good Summer,
Francis Parker.
ATTENTION SENIORS COMMENCEMENT NEWS
Additional commencement invitations can'now be
picked up at the Roberts desk. For those people who did
not previously order invitations , you are allowed a maxi- , > *
mum oi three if you want them now. While there is a limit
to the number of invitations you can order, there is n ot a
limit to the number of guests you care to ask. The extra
invitations are only for formality 's sake.
Though seniors are expected to pay only for the lobster and clam bake , parents and guests must pay for all
meals they eat on campus. Reservations are necessary, however, for both you and any guests for the following meals:
the picnic lunch Saturday noon , the lobster and clam bake
Saturday evening, and the luncheon Sunday after the commencement exercises. The Food Service is unable to serve
a steak cookout at the same time as the lobster and clam
bake j instead a roast beef dinner will be served at Mary Low.
No reservations are necessary.
Meal Pricesi
' (
Picnic lunch , Saturday
$2.80
*
Lobster 8c Clam bake, Saturday
$7.10
Box lunch at bake
$2.80
Roast beef dinner, Saturday
$2.85
(No reservations needed)
Luncheon, Sunday
$ 3.90

Resident Counselor : Interest in working with adolescents
Nathan Winstanley was voted as Senior Class Speaker.
who arc truant or rejected, Assist in summer activities
The Condon Medal will be awarded the day of Commenceof a community residence; work with about 8 high school
ment.
age girls y participation in group therapy sessions possible.
i
Any questions call Susan Benson, Roberts Union ,
211,
Job
Manchester,
N.H.,
start
in
Location!
June.

ext. 295.

lomii mm

A Berkeley, California, woman whose buttocks became stuck in the restroom window on a greyhound bus,
has been awarded $4300 in damages.
the jury awarded Eula Wright the money after her
psychiatrist testified she suffered extreme emotional distress as a result of embarrassment over the incident.
Wright testified that she was full y clothed in the rest
room when the Greyhound swerved, causing her posterior
to p op out an emergency window and become lodged.
After a few minutes, the woman said , she was finally able
to pry herself free.
Travis Walton, the Arizona woodcutter who claims to
have been taken aboard a flying saucer for five days, has
broken his silence and publicly discribed the beings he
claims to have encountered.
. According to Walton, he awakened on an examination table inside the spacecraft to see humanoid creatures
that looked like, in his words, "well-developed fetuses."
Walton described his captors as being about five
feet tall with skin so white and smooth it resembled the
outside of a mushroom .
Waltbn adds that the creatures had no texture or
color in their faces; he says they were com pletely hair- .
less, and that they had large or domed foreheads and enormous eyes.
As bizarre as these creatures may sound , the Aerial
>
Phenomenon Research Organization (APRO) reports that
J an aim ost identical description was voiced by another
person who allegedly was abducted b y a U.F.O. in a
still-unpublicized case in New Mexico about three
months ago. APRO says that W alton could not possibly
have heard the details of th at other case.

What does Charles Manson want for Christmas?
Coast magazine asked a number of celebrities what
they'll be doing over the holiday season, and received a
written reply from Charles Manson through Sandra Good ,
one of Manson's followers.
Manson wrote, in his own words, "If I be in prison on
Christmas - a birthday party with my cockroaches and I
will invite mice.
I shall take watercolors and paint the roaches a nice
Christmas color and late at night I'll get them in a circle
and gather all my cosmic powers and the sp iders will come
out of the walls and I will invoke more logs for the fire , as
I think Beverly Hills to Death Valley."
Manson added: "I will fill out Easter cards."
(ZNS) You've heard of pay toilets. But how about a paid
chair? Crawdaddy magazine reports th at the billings airport
in Montana features a chair that you have to pay to sit in.
For a quarter , it co mes to a horizontal position. If you don 't
pay up again, a bell rings, lights flash and the thing snaps
^upright.

###
Rollins Stone reports that Bruce Springsteen is
absolutely sick of the publicity and hype about his being
"the future" of rock and roll.
Springsteen reportedly spent much of his time in
England during his recent tour angrily tearing down
predictions su ch as, "Finally the world is ready for
Bruce Springsteen." Bruce labeled Columbia's massive
P.R. campaign as a "very big mistake," and added,
"I would like to strangle the guy who thought that up."

(photo by J ohn Devine)

ij isidif the new ij afirmarf

One of the most obvious changes in the face of Colby office and therapy room for Carl Nelson; and offices for
p t .*s Lester and Perez-. The pyschologists wiQ also have a
in the last year is the new infirmary. This new facility
room for conducting their tests. There is a linen storage
is being anticipated with great enthusiasm and some reroom
and a confidential conference room for dealing with
lief by Ms. Sargent, Head Nurse of the present infirmary.
medical
consultations on a more personalized level.
Some innovations in the plans of the new infirmary are:
The
new mfirmary is not ideal, however. Some space
•separation of the in- and out-patient treatment
must
be
sacrificed
to obey the restrictions of the Hill-Burton
areas
building
codes
which
require that any health facility must have
..
*more room
adequate room to handle wheel-chairs. This involves a
"more areas for handling confidential matters
•nurses' station
minimum of eight feet for each corridor, and enough
*more flexibility in the use of both sickrooms and lo room in each bathroom to enable a wheel-chair to maneuver. This space is grudgingly yielded, as the in firm ary
lounge areas.
never has to deal with wheel-chair caser The HillThe protection of the patient's confidentiality was
Burton Codes aren't law yer, but probablywill be, when
one of the guiding forces in the development of the floor
if) medicine becomes nationalized. .
(and
plan. In-patient and out-patient separation will be effected
There is some concern on the first floor about security.
by different entrances and treatment areas for each. The
There
will be two sets of double doors on the corridors of the
out-patients will be received in an examining room, while in
first
floor,
plus a buzzer system hooked up to the service
patients will be handled at the nurses' station, which conentrance
.
There
may even be a closed-circuit T.V. which will
way,
the
nurses
students.
In
this
tains supplies for ailing
cover
the
main
entrance
conferences
and be monitored at the nurses' statioi
records
and
in-patient
to
keep
the
will be able
Aesthetics aren 't ignored by the new infirmary
separated from the flow of traffic.
Poor use of space is a problem in tne present innrmary. planners - the decor arid design will make for a pleasent
Many of the problems with it are derived from the simple , atmosphere. There are many wide windows which reach the
fact that the present infirmary was designed as housing
ceding ; The view from the east rooms is quite spectacular,
for visiting teams, and doesn't have adequate office,
overlooking the Waterville valley. The colour scheme is
storage or equipment space. Because there is only one
bright vellows and warm harvest-colours: each room will
bathroom per floor, men and women must be .housed on
have one wall of yellow with three off-white. The carpet- .
seperate floors.
ing will be a brown mixture, and the tile will be dark blue.
Flexibility is a key idea in the new infirmary. The
The new infirmary will have better facilities, but
floor plan is a basic square; the upper floor, the actual
the
services
will remain the same. Hopefully, it will be
infirmary, has two quads and eight double room s. Since
in operation next September, all moving taking place othere are two bathrooms, the floor will be co-ed. The
ver the summer. The cornerstone will be laid on Alumni Day
doors will be of adequate width to allow the m ovable beds Day in the spring. The infirm ary has the support of the
through , which will help the nurses economize on
medical staff , and has the potential for a good service to the
Colby community.
space and increase the efficiency of the use of the rooms.
Funds for the new infirmary cam e from tbe Colby
There will be two lounges: a "noisy " one with a
T.V., located off in a corner by the stairwell , plus a quiet
Capital Fund , not from alumni fund-raising efforts . The
lounge - a big central space in front of the nurses' station.
fund was based on a grant ear-marked specifically for the
There will be lockers in each bedroom for storage of
infirmary.
students' belongings.
An obvious improvement is the k itchen-dining room
MALE'S FINEST
facility on the second floor, There is a small, L-shaped
"Jij fQl
"
:
kitchen and a cafeteria/dining room for patients. The present
fto
use
.JBti&
Steak
Webber
method for feeding sick stu dents is.medically unsound , as the
tray-boys must bring the food in through the girls' bathi Sea Food lrf ^\
i
room and students must eat in their beds.
>
cock unt • r«i. _o7M_a «oi i
One of the main objections to the new infirmary is
'>
the decrease in bed space ; it has 24 beds, as compared to
; \.
welcomes the Colby Community
<;
,' ',
the 33 of the old infirmary. The use of all 33 beds at once is
to eniov a f ine meal in a
'
relaxed
atmosphere
! ,'
quiet ,
'•
avoided when possible, however, because they are too closely
spaced. Except in a dire emergency every other bed is
,' ',3 min,^north from downtown Waterville
;;
used in the larger wards. The new infirmary has the cap\\on Rt, 201
^.
acity for 24 additi onal beds - one in each double, two in
_*> '_ I'PPa.' if7, _ °i I « fa , '. _ ft _ _feiW _*_ t °- 1 - ^— ' '
'
'?
each quad , four in the T.V. lounge, and eight in the quiet
lounge, Twenty-four beds adequate to handle most
medical problems. All 3 3 beds have been used only once in
*
*
in the history of the present infirm ary, during the "Foss•H#
'
Woodman epidemic " which, was simultaneous with a flu
SOMETHI
NG'S
ALWAYS
*
^M&
J
epidemic and the German measles.
COOKIN G
The first floor is smaller than the second, and will
S
*
ISJBSfr
W
tm^
accomodate other medical services. The entrance will
DOWN AT DUN KIN'S
*
lead to a receptionist's desk and a waiting area, There
will be an office and examining room for Dr. Dote ; an
"
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BIKES

ARE

/MODEAN M USIC

BACK

Spring has finally returned, and with it, bicycles. By
far the best type for bicycling in this area is the 10-speed.
Its narrow seat and drop handlebars may seem awkward at
first, but are comfortable in the long run. Avoid department store bikes made in Taiwan — they are heavy, f limsy,
at times unsafe, and ALWAYS impossible to fix. The few
extra dollars spent on a good European or Japanese brand
will eventually pay off.
It is important to select the right size frame. Many
Colby students buy bikes which are much too large. for
them. (European pro-riders over six feet tall use 23 inch
frames). To be sure of a good fit, get a friend to go bike
shopping with you , or go to a specialty shop rather than
a general sporting goods store. Generall y, you should
be able to straddle the fram e with an inch or two to spare.
Adjusting your new bike properly is essential. Sitting
on the seat, your leg should extend fully with your heel on
the pedal ; when pedalling properly (with the ball of your
foot over the pedal axle) your leg will be slightly bent, so
that you don 't rock in the saddle. The seat should
ALWAYS be parallel to the ground.
Handle bar hei ght varies between IV." to 3" lower than
the seat. If you feel cramped or stretched out while riding, the amount of extension in the stem may be wrong.
The handle bars should be parallel to the ground or should
slope back a few degrees ; if you put your elbows on the
tip of the saddle, your fingertips should be an inch or two
from the handlebars.
Two common mistakes in riding are pedaling with the
arch of the foot and selecting gears that are too high. Even
if you don't use toe clips, you should keep the ball of
your foot over the center of the pedal . Hi gh gears are inefficient and a strain on the knee tendons. Junior racers
are restricted to the gears below the tenth found on most
bikes (and seem to go slower for it). As pedaling below '
80 rprn is bad for your legs, the best range is 90-105 rpm.
For a scenic ride , head towards Oakland; there is a loop
for each lake of the Belgrades. Longer rides are fun and can
be made by any student after a little practice .
A good 20 mile ride is on route 137 from Oakland to
the McGrath Pond Road. Turn lef t here, left again on
Rt. 8, and left on Rt 11. You will pass three.lakes and the
Outing Club Lodge.
For th ose interested in m ore serious riding, there is an
active racing program in Maine. In order to race, you
must join the United States Cycling Federation ; the Maine
representative is Larry Poulin of Poulin Cycle, Riverside
Drive, Augusta.
Don't miss Sunday of Spring Carnival Weekend! There
will he a USCF race at 10 a.m. — 20 laps around campus
featuring Maine 's best riders. Afterwards , there will be
a shorter student race. For more information , contact
Jon Smith , Pi Lambda Phi.

NO SA VI ORS NE E DE D
. — Ron Davids

SING HAM ON
M ULTINA T ION ALS
A Detriment to Society?
-Doug Maffucci
Three weeks ago, Woodrow Wilson fellow, Howard
Bird began a weeklong series of lectures, in which he
expounded upon the positive role of multinationals.
In response to Mr. Bird's contentions, Mr. Singham
of Howard University agreed to come to Colby and
>resent the M arxist side of the argument.
To initiate his argument, Mr. Singham described the
world situation as a fundamental contradiction betweentwo competing economic systems; capitalism and socialism
He views capitalism as an outmoded means of production
serving to destroy the system it replaces. To support
his claims he cited as an historical examp le the CeylonJamaica—England triad. In this econo mic sub-system
Ceylon and Jamai ca produce tea and sugar for
Eng land's consumption. Mr. Singham sees the tragedy
of this system as twofold. First, the once self-sufficient
agrarian socities fo Ceylon and Jamaica have been
rendered virnial "backyards " of the English economy ,
secondly, he sees the afternoon tea break as merely a
custom contrived by the capitalists to increase factory
output In effect, Mr. Singham views the effects of the
multinationals as a detriment to the world society .
In direct contradiction to Mr. Bird s contentions,
Singham described the multinationals as a mere
extension of American capitalism. He believes that there is a
hi gh degree of collaboration between the state and the
multinationals, forming a western political superstructure.
It is within this framework that there arises an
intelligent , and highly motivated group of individuals.
This group forms the central core of the pettybourgeoisie clans. Mr. Singham concluded that this
bourgeoisie clan is in effect the enforcer of the
capitalist system, and a logical by-product of the
western political superstructure. Mr. Singham ended his
argument by saying, "Multinati onals are a manifestation of
a sick social system which % of the world has rejected. "

Fo od Day Results
— Barry Knapp
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Many people argue that today's music lacks the enthusiasm and uniqueness of the sixties. The Rolling Stones,
Bob Dylan and The Beatles did so much to change the
scope of music, the current "performers pale in comparison.
For these music sentimentalists, the failure of new material
to revolutionize current standards results in an overp lay ot
certain "classic" records from the p ast. While they wait
for their musical messiah to come with a guitar strapped
over his shoulder, contemporary music exists beyond
their cognitions.
Contemporary music, in reality , is not stagnating.
but has become multidirectional instead of defined like it
was in the sixties. In the sixties, music could be easily
^
classified into distinct categories whereas today, a single
song often shifts from soft folk to hard rock or classical
to jazz with no limits at all. Today's music is a collage of
different instruments that are blended in combinations un
heard of in .earlier decades. The cellos used by The Electric Light Orchestra for their brand of rock or the flutes
used by Ian Anderson of Jethro Tull had no p lace in the
music of other decades. Music used to be either rock and
roll, jazz , folk, classical, etc. These headings are now outdated terms for types of music because all areas are merging into one another in a mixture that renders them unusable.
Many people are music purists in that they only like
a certain type of music. The breakdown of these traditional categories into broader conglom erations of different
styles has left these people with a troubling dilemma. Some
become music sentimentalists and cling to older material
while the others adapt to the changing patterns and enjoy
both the old and new.
The seventies is a time when music is progressing
in many areas that were previously unexplored. There isno strong emphasis placed on the individuals who make
the music, as there was in the sixties, but more on the music that is made. Groups like Emerson , Lake and Palmer,
Chick Corea, and Poco have spearheaded the breakdown
of restrictive categories of music. This is a positive dev
velopment, for musicians will bc jud ged totally on thcwusic they make, not a nebulous category.
Music doesn't need to be saved by any Bruce Springsteens. Music -lecds to be listened to on its own merits,
for in each step away from traditionalism, there is a.reinforcement of these already accepte d styles in new forms
of composition.

On Friday April 30, Newman Clu b and The New World
Coalition sponsored Food Day in response to the ever increasing problems of world hunger. Thanks to the 164 brave
souls who fasted on that day , $371,66 was donate d by
Sellers in lieu of food consump tion by these students.
This money which will be sent to Oxfam , an organization
dedicate d to the problems of worl d hunger, was donated
by Sellers through a formula previously agreed upon bet- ,
ween Mr. J. Pau 1 O'Connor, director of the food services,
and the sponsoring organizations. Other members of the
Col b y communi ty par ticipa ted in their own way by donating $20.02 to Oxfam.
The apparent success of the financial aspect of Food
Day was marred by the very sparse turnouts at the discussions which were most relevan t t o t he problem of
world hunger. One of the sponsoring organizations attrib u ted the light attendan ce to the demands of individual student schedules. It was also attributed to the apparent fact
that so me feel they h ave done all that is needed to solve
the proble m simply by not eating on one day of the year.
Still others seemed to feel that not doing anything was .
the best way to approach the prob lem .
Newman Club and the New World Coalition are grateful t o t hose who did fast and par t ici pate in Food Day,
in whatever way met their personal needs. At the same
time we would like to thank Mr. O'Connor for his coopera
t ion , assistance , and generosity in the event.
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j

Imported Cheese
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Ice Cubes ¦
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Fri & Sat
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AT THE
CIRCULATION
DESK

JEA N N E 'S
BEA NS
We were all raised on mother's love, app le pie, and
Wonder Bread, that helps build strong bodies 12 way s,
(and then precedes to destroy them 24 ways - Continental
Ba k ing Co., a subsidiary of I.T.T.). And don't we always
reach for white-bread because white is best? But, lo and
behold , it's not best for our bodies after all. Here's
why —
Whole wheat flour, easily available, is much mor e
nutritious than white flour:
»
Whole wheat White
Enriched white
(Per 100 g. or IVi oz.
1. Protein
'13.3 g
10.5g
10.5g
2. MineralsCalcium
41 mg
16 mg
16 m g
87 mg
87 mg
Pho sp horous 372 mg
Iron
3.3 mg
0.8 mg
2.9 mg
Potassium
370 mg
95 mg
95 mg
Sodium
3"rng
2 mg
2 mg
3. Vitamins
Thiamin ' 0.55 mg
0.06 mg
0.44 mg
Rib oflavin
0.12 mg
0.05 mg
0.26 mg
Niacin
4.3 mg
0.9 mg
3.5 mg

-Dave Dane

"He knows how much.of what men paint themselves
would blister in the light of what they are "
E.A. Robinson
Everyone has read a Robinson-poem at some point in his
or her lifetime— "Richard Cory", "Miniver Chccvy", "Eros
Turan os"— perhaps your ninth grade teacher (who was
trying to get you to "appreciate" poetry) even played
you the Simon and Garfunkle version of "Richard Cory"
to s.'.iow you th at a poem is a poem, and a song,
a song, but that sometimes a song can be a poem.
I learn ed that when I was in the ninth grade.
In the end I think it is the poet, especially a poet
like Robinson (though I am thinking particularly of
Robert Frost), who suffers most (even more than those
poor ninth-graders). They are guilty by association,
destined to become lessor poets, because who else but
a minor poet is suitable for a high school En glish class?
A highschool summer reading list is the next best
thing to a literary blacklist—the list begins with the
man who wrote A operate Peace and ends with J. D.
Salinger. Let me ask you did you ever read T.S. Eliot in
the 11th grade? The answere is no, because T.S. Eliot is
somehow reserved for the big leagues (that's college
you know, where they do the hard stuff). This is perh aps
as it should be, Eliot is hard stuff; he didn 't in my opinion
write any minor poetry, if by minor poetry we m ean
less difficult, though not neccessarily more polished or
artistic. Major poetry, conversely, is m ore complex,
weighty, and difficult ; it is inevitably longer. These
longer poems are ironically the major poets' (especially
American major poets') claim to fame, and at the same
time the most obvious evidence of his failure: who
reads the Cantos '? "The Man with the Blue Guitar" is
awful, "Patterson" is often a waste of time. Even
T. S. was charged with obscurity for Tbe Waste Land
and some of his later, major work. Am erican's of
th? twentieth century are suspicious of what we tend '
to call "major poetry"; Robert Bly put it something
Like this.- there is not a decent American poem over
twenty-five lines long.
It is surprising to go into the stacks and scan the
Robinson canon, because you must inevitably conclude
that he was a major poet. He wrote several book-length
poems, and two plays, (major poets are, it seems,
always trying to write plays). It is not surprising then
to shortly discover that these major works were
failures and that his reputation will rest solely on his
shorter, more polished work of the middle years,
precisely those poems you read in ninth grade.
Rereading "Miniver Cheevy" for instance, I can see
the critics' point: the poem is very beautifully writte n—
the meter of the last line of each stanza is very
purposely one beat off to heighten the effect of unharmony
or out-of-tuneness, which is Miniver's character, as
Robinson wants to emphasize:

!,
w
''

He Wept that he was ever born ,
And he had reasons.
Say this out loud several times, and you must conclude
that it would sound infinitely better "And he had his
reasons"; but then the poem would have been a failure.
Four years before the publishing of th is poem, R obinson
had written a poem , "Ben Jonson Entj rtains a Man from
Stratford", which foreshadows much of the longer poetry
to come. It is a long poem , a really fine poem, perhaps
the first major work by this poet. In an instant it .
will demonstrate the shortcomings of those poems we read
in ninth grade: it is blank verse, there is none of the
nineteenth century diction and syntax, it is a
wonderfully familiar poem that does not reek of selfconsciousness*.
"No, Ben" he mused; "it's nothing. It's all Nothing.
We Come, wc go; and when we're done, we're done.
Spiders and flies— we're mostly one or t 'other—
We come, we go; and when we're done, we're done."
It might interest those of you who are studying Shakespean
or Ben Jonson to read this poem, which is an attempt
to p ortray imaginatively their relationshi p, and their
very different temperaments.
After reading this poem, I looked forward to the real
long dries like 'The Man Against the Sky", "The Man
Who Died Twice" and "Tristam ", and I was not '
disappointed) th ey are very good poems. In fact, it
was after these poems that I began to appreciate his
earlier work even more, Suddenly lie was a much more
complex artist than I thought, a much m ore sensitive and
though tful man. In these poems we see the working out of
many of Robinson's major themes, inevitably the failure
in success motif ("Richard Cory"); for which he gained
the reputation of being a dark or gloomy pdet.Had his
career ended with Tbe Children of the Hgbt, the poems lik
"Mr. Flood's Party", "Richard Cory"etc., Robinson
would no doubt have been a good minor poet, a dark
and gloomy man; in his longer work, however, he proved
himself otherwise'.

PA SIPHAE
—Madelyn Theodore

Bread and other baked goods that use whole wheat
flour instead of just plain white flour are a good source
of protein, as you can see. Generally , ab out two slices
provides 1/5 of your daily protein allowance - about twice
that which comes from 2 slices of commercial white
bread.
And now, from Diet for a Snail Planet, a recipe that
will let you benefi t from your new-found flour consciousness!
Whole Wheat Quick Bread
1 loaf of 15 thick slices
1 slice = approx. 4 g usable protein (9-11% daily protein
|allowance)

By taking the Greek myth of the Minotaur and twisting " Preheat oven to 350.
a few crucial facts, Rebecca Hushing "conrieved and produced Sift into a bowl: 2 cups whole wheat flour
1tsp. baking soda
a pseudo-Greek drama of her own. In choosing the medium
innovations
and
modifications
2 tsp. baking powder
excluding
the
of Greek drama,
1 tsp. salt
incorporated, there are certain traditional precrpts that must
be followed — foremost being the build-up action leading
Add:
Vi cup soy flour
to the climax and denouement. Pasiphae commences
6 tbsp. com. oil
on a somewhat low p lateau and maintains it almost throughVh cups sour milk (or IVi cups milk with
out the entire work. No one scene succeeded in creating
2 tsp. vinegar)
the necessary tension for the audience to lead them to
%
cup
molasses
or honey
the climax and subsequent tragic ending.
% cup wheat germ
The high intensity of the last scene was shocking
Vi cup instant dry milk
was
little
There
one
dissatisfied.
leaves
in its impact yet
Stir
well.
Spoon
into
bu ttered 9-by-5 inch loaf pan. .
performance
more
one
remembers
the
preparation and
Let stand for 20 minu tes. Bake for about 35 minutes,
with the question of "what happened?" rather than mulling
over the events as they were gradually unfolded, pulling on
or until bread is nicely browned and tests dry with a
the senses of the viewers until they were strained
tooth pick.
enough to absorb the shock of the ending.
Until next week: Enjoy a P, B, & J on whole wheat
Tina Mitchell as Paisiphae easily transformed her
for a change!
bread,
familiarity with the stage from her medium of dance
to one of acting. She created a strong, determined
character who, despite being a tragic victim of circumstancek'S' fell short as _ier fluttering
eyelids (from a heavily
steadily strove and convinced the audience of her selfmade-up
face)
and
vaious
body wriggling gives
confidence and faithfulness until she was faced with
one
the
impression
more
of
an experienced but
the horrid truth of the Minotaur , shattering all that
air-headed
temptress
ra
ther
than
a little innocent.
she held precious in her life. Ms. Hushing's desire to have
The
brave
and
valient
Theseus
, played b y Robert
the central figure portray su ch an even temperament
John
,
was
not
strong
enough.
One
could understand
anguish
throughou t, despite the woman 's in ternal
his
failure
and
the
necessity
of
placing
his fate in the
as
tone
level,
single
gave the play its predominantly
hands of the women of Crete. Mention m ust also
of
that
dictated
largely
s
emotional
strain
Pasiphae'
be m ade of young Henry Ferguson who easily
the audience.
projected
the spoiled, u nrul y character of Catreus,
Dave Bordelais as King Minos was majestic, cold
'f Crete, "in his brief appearance on stage,
Prince
o
and ruth less in his determination to punish the
and of Marc G arcia who composed and played on
Atheneans for killing his only true son. Even upon
his synthesizer the delightfu l music that greatly
learning th at his god-like offspring was in fa ct the
enhanced
the overall effect of the setting.
violator of Pasiphae's virginity at the age of fourteen
In a traditional Greek tragedy, the tragi c figure is identand father to the Minotaur, he stayed true to
ified
from the beginning as is the cause for his/her downfall.
belief
Greek
to
the
character and stalked out, resigned
obstacles to this goal included inexperience and
A
few
goes.
of
events
by
the
in the predetermination
stage presence problems , minor blocking and lighting
The calculating nature of Ariadne was adequately
difficulties, arid an uneven presentation of the intensity
conveyed by L.A. King. One felt no surprise th at she
of emotional plateaus. In Pasip hae , because of the way
would thwart her younger sister in order to acquire
in which the story was modified and consequently unfolded ,
power as Theseus' queen consort. The only lack of
the audience can't quite be sure as to the true reason for
l credibility in her role was that slie spent most of her
sadness. The prologue is a darkened stage
Pasiphae's
time eavesdropping. Because her presence was so
with
onl
the
tortured screams of a ...... <ui m childbirth
y
evident to the audience, it taxed the imagination to
murrnurings of the servants th at
and
the
subsequent
those
on
believe that she went undetected by
is
dead. Becau se the audience
the
deformed
baby
could
have
been
stage. Perhaps a more subtle device
understands
tliis
from
the Beginning, it logically expects
effect;
this
utilized to achieve
another cause for Pasiphae's eventual fall. If Ms.
A casting problem was seen in Phaedra's character
Hushing is attempting to surprise her viewe r*, to-do so
played by Diane Palombo. Phaedra is a you.ng girl
through deception is hardly fair and an extremely
approaching woman hood , yet Ms. Palombo s stage
convenient way out. However, her version of the myth
presence was far more v oluptuous and overwhelming
is interesting and she presents it in a simp le and authentic
than either her Mother 's or her older sister's. Her
drama.
stage
also
attempts to act as it girl at that "awkward"
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BASEBALL D ISAPP OINTI N G
—Evan Katz

Last Thursday John Winkin's Black Bears from Maine
came to Colby and showed the Mules how to play winning baseball by crushing Colby 11-2. The defeat set the
tone for a rather disappointing weekend. Colby beat
Williams on Friday but then lost both games of a doublcheader to Amherst on Saturday.
Rich Oparowski, now 3-1, started for Colby and held
— Steve Culver
Maine scoreless u ntil the middle innings. The Black Bears
erupted for 4 runs in the 4th, 2 in the Sth, and 3 umpireaided runs in the 6th. Chuck Murray's two run homer
Last Saturday afternoon , as the sun broke through the
in the fourth accounted for the Colby runs.
clouds and the dust settled on the soccer field, it was evident
Oparowski was still pitching in the Sth, despite being
that a small bit of Colby history had been established; the
hit hard since the 4th, and was touched for two m ore
Colby Rugby squad had swept both ends of a doubleruns, making the score 11-2. •
header from none other than the lads from Bowdoin.
The Black Bears hit in the clutch, played errorless
Bowdoin controlled play for much of the first half;
ball, and did not give away runs. Through their continuthe Mules, nevertheless, were the first to score as Bob "the
ous application of these fundamentals, Maine has proven
Foot" Bourne split the uprigh ts with a penalty kick. But,
itself to be one of the toughest college teams in New
al as, the noble men of Colby were unable to maintain this
England.
The Mules bounced back on Friday defeating Wiltenuous lead as Bowdoin's Gumbel scored on a suicide play
wh ich left his nose slightly disfigured. The Bowdoin kicker, liams 8-6. Chuck Murray's three run double in the 7th
provided the. winning margin , Bain Pollard had two run
however, was intimidated by the fierce rush of the Colby
producing singles for the Mules. "
scrum and failed to convert.
Ren e Martinez started for Colby and got credit for
In the second half, as a capacity crowd of twenty-five
the
win, his second. He was relieved by Keefe and Skinlooked on, Colby once again resumed the lead. R. P. Higder but Tom Whittier was called upon to save the game.
gins alertly pounced on the ball in the end zone, thereby
In the nin th inning, with Colby ahead 8-6, Whittier came
giving the Mules an additi onal four points. Bob Bourne,
on to replace Skin der with runners on first and second
unfortunately exhausted from his lengthy walk from the
and one out. The fact that Whittier was pitching was
other end of the field , missed the kick. This mishap, howpeculiar. He was scheduled to start on Saturday and arever, was of little imp ortance as Jerry Teevan also scored
rived at the game wearing a sweatsuit and not expecting
for the Mu les. Bobby B.'s kick made the final score 13-4
to pitch. However, Coach Covell was forced to ask him
in favor of Colby. Devoe, Teevan, Charlie Jacobs, and
to get dressed. As a result, Whittier, wearing portions of
Ronnie Desbois all distinguished th emselves in the Mules'
uniforms donated by teammates, came on to retire the
triumph. The "B" squad picked up where the big boys
first three batters he faced to preserve the victory. ..
left off as they notched a 6-0 victory. Nick Jans provided
On Saturday Colby again failed to apply several im
the winning margin with "Babe" Ruth and Wally Gorman
portant fundamentals ; the Mules literally threw runs
turn ing in superior performances.
The Colby R.F.C. would like to thank referee Rod
for leaving his death bed in order to come down and attempt to referee the game. The squad also thanks all of
you who joined in our Dana Sing Along. Really, it was
good, clean fun.
Next weekend, with the spring carnival in full swing,
Colby will battle Portlan d on the Fields of Glory. Come
ori down and watch a fired up rugby team attempt to make
it two in a row.

away and left men on base all dav, losing 5-4 and 8-0.
Amherst scored once in ihe first inning of the first
game when first baseman Bain Pollard threw to an unattended third base in an attempt to get an advancing
runner. The Lord Jeffs added another run on a home
run by Nardi in the third.
The Mules bounced back from this 2-0 deficit, and a
later 4-2 Amherst lead, to tie the game and send it into
extra innings. Starter Reid Cassidy got the leadoff batter
Christ (yes, as in Jesus) to strike out on a pitch in the
dirt. The ball however got by catcher Mike Guikotti
and Christ reached first. A stolen base, a sacrifice, and a
wild pitch brought Christ around to score and put Amherst ahead 5-4.
The Mules had a chance to at least tie, if not win the
game in their half of the inning. McCarthy was on second
and Pollard on third with one out. But Pollard was picked
off third and Murray grounded out to end the game.
The second game was an exercise in both frustration
and futility for the Mules. Despite Amherst pitcher Warren Judd's walking ten batters and surrendering three hits
in the seven inning contest, Colby could not score. The
Mules left twelve men on base and were shutout 8-0.
Tom Whittier started for Colby and was charged with
his third loss. The doubleheader loss left the Mules record at 6-8 going into last. Tuesday's game at Bates and .
yesterday's doubleheader at home against Bowdoin.
Mule Kicks: Cassidy gave up just six hits in his ten innings
against Amherst. Except for a shakey fifth inning he
pitched well... Second baseman Greg -Billington made an
excellent tumbling catch in that game. He caught a ball
in short right field while running full speed away from the
the infield... Catchers Guidotti and Spillane, much improved
since early in the season, have thrown . ou t eight runners
between them... Wesleyan is here on Saturday for a doubleheader that starts at noon... Colby's last home game
is next Thursday when Bates is here for two games
starting at 1p.m.
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—Mark Weatherly
This week the Mule team went up against a stiff
one-two punch in the form of Plymouth State and Bos-ton College. Both teams are among the top fifteen in
New England, but Colby showed that they can be right
there with them ...when they want to.
On Thursday the Mules took the long trip to Plymouth, N.H. There was no doubt that they faced a
strong, aggressive opponent, and though the Mules
showed flashes of greatness, it becam e apparent that they
had never quite left the bus. Perhaps the only near-pleasant part of the game was the yet-untested, newly-promoted , due to injuries midfield of Cordie Hunziker,
Woodie Pierce and Mark Weatherly whose performance
out of necessity surprised even themselves. In the 14-4
loss Dave Cross scored two goals and Gordie Hunziker
and Aubrey Moore one each. The Burger Chef dinner on
the shores of Lake Winnepasauke must also be com*
mended.
Last Saturday the Mules battled an even better
Boston State team and delighted the hom e crowd with a
game whose inevitable victor only became apparent in
the final quarter. Still stinging from the humbling they
received two days before, Colby hustled, scrapped, and
finessed their way to a 4-4 tie at halftime. (Its worth
noting that the score of last year's meeting was 23-0, Bos
ton state.) In the second half the cannon shots and
wave-like attack of Boston shook off their bus dust and
justified their New England rating. But im perceptably,
Colby's game also improved : their clears (getting the
ball out of their end of the field and into the other
team's) were crisp and the defense equally sharp - as it
had to be. Sandy Buck 's d efen se of New England's second highest scorer was superb as he held him to one
goal. The jazelle-like Gibby Pitcairn played an excellent
game and contributed three goals to the 10-5 outcome.
Cojb y's other two tallies came from Ron Clemen t.
Yesterday^ the team travelled to Lowell and on S
Saturday will host the sure-to-be-fanatical Bates teatm
In the midst of your Spring Carnival afternoon , wander
down to the field and catch part of what promises to be
a fun game,
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This past weekend the Colby Tennis team travelled
to Am herst College to participate in the New England
Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament. Competition
started on Thursday afternoon with the first round of
the singles play; notching first round victories for
Colby were Bruce Thorns on at No. 1(Division A),
Scott McDerm ott at No. 3 (Division B), and John
(Slider) Einsiedler at No. 5 (Division C). Losing in
close matches were Mark Thomas (Division B) and Kurt
Olson (Division C). The second round saw only the
survival of Einsiedler as Thomson and McDermott
were'both eliminated. In the third round of play Slider
lost a close, superbly played, three set match.
Doubles action was not a highlight of the weekend
for the Mules as they dropped all three doubles:
matches in the first round. At final count however
the Mules had tallied 14 points, good enough to finish
in the top 20. Most Valuable Player for the tournament
was awarded to John Einsiedler for his standout singles
performance.
This Friday, the Mules take on the Black Bears of
UMO in an away match and Monday finds the squad
matching volleys with Bates. The season winds up on
May 12th as the Mules host the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin
tournament.
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VARSITY TENNIS
(A)
May 7-Maine
May 10 - Bates (A)
May 12- CBB Meet (H)
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May 7 - State of Maine I nvit. (A) 12:30
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VARSITY LACROSSE

8 - Bates Club (H)
11-New England (A)
13 - Bowdoin (H)
15-WPI (H)
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May 8-Bridgton Academy(2)( H)12:00
May 10 - Bowdoin (A)
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THIS WEEK'S TICKLER: Jim Davenport, Johnny
Bench, Bobby Doerr, Phil Roof , Bill Glass, Steve
Kitchen, Tom Beer— what do they all have in comm on????
A FEW NAMES ALSO: Matt Hurd, Johnny Antonelli,
Julian Javier, Bob Gamere, Joe Mattos, and Lee
Ken worthy.
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SCATTERED THOU GHTS WHILE WATCHING
BASE BAL L- I h op c everyone remembers that former
; Colby AD and present UMaine baseball czar, John Winkin, has a PhD; his thesis topic was "Ways to Turn the
! Double Play."...I know that it's springtime and the juices
flow a little freer this time of year, but the disruption at
the Colby-Amherst doubleheader last Saturday cannot
be condoned. Whenever one looked at the scoreboard '
during the second game, a different variety of score was
being shown. Now f un is f un, but these antics only serve
to confuse and upset the n atural order of a baseball
game. These self-styled scorers became so wild that at
one p oint thc-umpire had to announce the correct score
in the middle of an inning. I am surprised that Coach
Covell did n't send out an emissary to rectify the situation; it was distraction to his players as well as the fans.
A baseball game is one of the last bastions of uniformity
we posess;to purposely throw a game into chaos shows
only a disrespect for the natural Order of things... I guess
this falls under the catagory of sport: Female wolf
spiders are getting a raw deal—they carry hundreds of offspring on their backs.. When the mothers meet, the
young climb down, watch the mothers battle to the death
and then all climb aboard the winner. How's that
for appreciation!... Congratulations, Drolls, for your ingenuity and savoir-faire in arranging a Bruins playoff
game TV showing last Sunday... ANSWERS from last
time: Vassar Clemens—former US badminton champion;
Vic Gatto—former Harvard star half-back and football
coach at Bates presently; Lefty .DrieseU—basketball
coach at Maryland ; Randy Jones—Colby hockey defen seman and/or San Diego Padres' pitch ing ace; Johnny
Logan—shortstop for the 1957 world champion Milwaukee
Braves; Gerry Boyle—former member of Colby tennis team and erstwhile everything.
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HE ARTIEST PLATE INTOWN
Fabulous Antip asto Salads! Crlndtts ; RavioM .
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